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ABSTRACT 

Methods for electroSurgical electrolysis for treating tissue 
within a body, including methods that operate in an elec 
trolyzable medium, including an aqueous electrolyzable 
medium, by means of electrolysis, and optionally by means 
of oxy-hydrogen combustion for use in treatment, including 
therapeutic methods of electrolysis to effect advantageous 
tissue changes. 
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FIG. 6 
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FIG. 8 
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METHODS FOR ELECTROSURGICAL 
ELECTROLYSIS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation application of 
Patent Cooperation Treaty Application Serial Number PCT/ 
US03/18575, entitled Methods and Devices for ElectroSur 
gical Electrolysis, filed on Jun. 10, 2003, and the specifica 
tion thereof is incorporated herein by reference. 
0002 This application claims the benefit of the filing of 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/387,775, 
entitled Methods and Devices for ElectroSurgical Electroly 
sis, filed on Jun. 10, 2002, and the specification of the 
foregoing is incorporated herein by reference. 
0003. The subject of this application is related to of 
Patent Cooperation Treaty Application Serial No. PCT/ 
US03/18116, entitled Methods and Devices for ElectroSur 
gery, filed on Jun. 6, 2003; to U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 10/119,671, entitled Methods and Devices for Electro 
surgery, to Morgan, et al., filed on Apr. 9, 2002; and to U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/157,651, entitled Biologically 
Enhanced Irrigants, to Morgan, et al., filed on May 28, 2002 
and the Specification thereof of each of the foregoing is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0004) 1. Field of the Invention (Technical Field) 
0005 The present invention relates to methods and 
devices for electroSurgical electrolysis, including devices 
that operate in an electrolyzable medium, including an 
aqueous electrolyzable medium, by means of electrolysis 
and optionally by means of oxy-hydrogen combustion, 
together with electrolyzable media for use in treatment and 
therapeutic methods of electrolysis to effect advantageous 
tissue changes. 
0006 2. Description of Related Art 
0007. Note that the following discussion refers to a 
number of publications by author(s) and year of publication, 
and that due to recent publication dates certain publications 
are not to be considered as prior art vis-a-vis the present 
invention. Discussion of Such publications herein is given 
for more complete background and is not to be construed as 
an admission that Such publications are prior art for patent 
ability determination purposes. 
0008 ElectroSurgical methods and devices are used in 
many medical treatment Settings. However, the use of elec 
troSurgical methods and devices designed to Specifically 
induce antimicrobial activity and healing responses during 
Surgical procedures, and particularly to induce antimicrobial 
activity and healing responses by means only of electrolysis, 
has not been previously disclosed. 
0009. Although the need for inducing antimicrobial 
activity and healing responses is clear, to help the host 
organism respond to pathogens more effectively and further 
natural healing responses, the use of electroSurgical methods 
and devices have not been utilized in this arena due to 
misconceptions in the prior art regarding the electroSurgical 
phenomenon. Prior art has limited electroSurgical applica 
tions to cutting, ablation, coagulation, vaporization, and the 
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like due to contentions in the prior art regarding the mecha 
nism of electroSurgical physiochemical action. It has been 
considered that electroSurgical procedures exert their effects 
via the generation of a plasma or related form of ionizing 
radiation. Accordingly, methods and devices disclosed in the 
prior art relate to treatment effects Such as cutting, ablation, 
coagulation, and vaporization due to the effects of Such 
purported ionizing radiation energy. Certainly, utilizing 
plasma or ionizing radiation to induce effects other than that 
of cutting, ablation, coagulation, and vaporization would not 
be and has not been conceived. Therefore, it has not been 
contemplated in the prior art that there are further uses of 
electroSurgical methods and devices, particularly those relat 
ing to antimicrobial or tissue healing effects due to elec 
trolysis. 
0010. As disclosed in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
10/119,671, the electroSurgical proceSS is governed by elec 
trolysis and oxy-hydro combustion. This understanding 
allows for additional novel uses of electroSurgical methods 
and devices that have heretofore been unrecognized. 
0011 Disclosed herein are methods and devices designed 
to induce antimicrobial activity and healing responses dur 
ing treatment procedures that utilize the understanding of the 
electroSurgical physiochemical process induced by the 
application of electromagnetic energy to the treatment 
locale, namely electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0012. In one embodiment the invention provides a device 
for localized electrolysis for use in treatment or therapy of 
a patient, and more particularly electrolysis of electrolytes, 
which electrolytes do not include tissues of the patient. The 
invention thus includes a device with a variable Volume, 
designed Such that at least a portion of the interior includes 
electrodes for electrolysis, and further designed Such that at 
least one side of the interior is in fluidic contact with the area 
of the patient to be treated. The device can further include at 
least one fluidic passage for entry of fluids into the Volume 
to serve as electrolytes. Such fluids can further include 
therapeutic agents. The invention further includes a device 
with at least one electrode included within a perforated 
housing, Such that the electrode can be held in proximity to 
but not touching the tissue to be treated, thereby limiting 
electrolysis of the tissue to be treated. Such device can 
further include at least one fluidic passage for entry of fluids 
into the perforated housing to Serve as electrolytes. Such 
fluids can further include therapeutic agents. 
0013 In another embodiment the invention provides 
methods for treatment or modification of tissues by means of 
locally induced electrolysis, which electrolysis does not 
include electrolysis of the tissues to be treated. The inven 
tion thus includes use of interfacing media or other materials 
that are applied to the tissues before, after or concurrently 
with the application of electromagnetic energy to induce 
electrolysis. The benefits of the electrolysis So produced can 
include local, in Situ production of electrolyzed Strong acid 
water for use as an anti-microbial agent, localized therapeu 
tic heating of a Site of trauma or tissue injury, oxygenation 
of tissues and, through use of any of a variety of agents 
concurrently administered, enhancement of host healing 
responses. 

0014. The invention further includes novel electrolysis 
interfacing media, including further including non-electro 
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ly Zable materials, which non-electrolyzable materials pro 
vide a matrix or Structure, and optionally further provide 
therapeutic benefits. 
0.015 Thus in one embodiment the invention provides an 
apparatus for electroSurgery, comprising: a probe with a 
distal end and a proximal end, with at least one active 
electrode and at least one return electrode disposed on the 
distal end, the proximal end forming a handle for holding the 
probe, an insulating sleeve positioned around the distal end 
of the probe; and an adjustably positionable actuator dis 
posed on the handle and translatably connected to the 
insulating sleeve, Such that the insulating sleeve can be 
longitudinally translated relative to the distal end of the 
probe, thereby forming a cavity of variable volume about the 
distal end of the probe. In this apparatus, the insulating 
sleeve can extend distally beyond the active electrode, Such 
as extending distally between about 1 mm and about 40 mm 
beyond the active electrode. The apparatus can further 
comprise at least one detector proximal to the distal end of 
the probe and within the cavity of variable volume for 
detecting a parameter relating to electrolysis or oxy-hydro 
combustion. The detector can detect pH concentration or 
temperature. The detector can comprise a piezoelectric 
pyrometer, Such as a thin-film piezo-electric pyrometer. In 
another embodiment, the detector detects temperature and 
comprises a thermo-luminescent crystal. In another embodi 
ment, the detector can detect conductivity, ion concentra 
tions, gas production, Such as production of oxygen or 
hydrogen, gas consumption, Such as consumption of oxygen 
or hydrogen, Sound, Such as Sound at between about 10 kHZ 
and about 600 kHz, or changes in local pressure. In the 
apparatus, the at least one detector can be disposed between 
the at least one active electrode and the at least one return 
electrode. The apparatus can further comprise a detection 
circuit for receiving a parameter detected by the at least one 
detector. The apparatus can also further comprise a control 
circuit providing an output control Signal controlling an 
amount of power output to the at least one active electrode 
in response to an output from the detection circuit. In one 
embodiment of the apparatus, there is one active electrode, 
in another embodiment, there are at least two active elec 
trodes. The at least one detector within the cavity, if pro 
Vided, may be located within the cylindrical insulating 
sleeve. Thus the at least one detector proximal to the at least 
one active electrode can be located in front of the at least one 
active electrode. In the apparatus, the actuator can be a 
mechanical actuator or an electromechanical actuator. The 
actuator may be activated, thereby varying the Volume of the 
cavity about the distal end of the probe, in response to a 
parameter relating to electrolysis detected by the detector. In 
this embodiment, the apparatus may further comprise a 
detection circuit for receiving a parameter detected by the 
detector, or a detection circuit for receiving a parameter 
detected by the detector and a control circuit providing an 
output control Signal controlling the actuator in response to 
an output from the detection circuit. In the apparatus, the 
sleeve may be cylindrical. 
0016. In another embodiment, the invention provides an 
apparatus for electroSurgery, comprising: a probe with a 
distal end and a proximal end, the proximal end forming a 
handle for holding the probe; a translatable insulating lumi 
nal sleeve positioned around the distal end of the probe; an 
adjustably positionable actuator disposed on the handle and 
translatably connected to the insulating luminal sleeve, Such 
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that the insulating luminal sleeve can be longitudinally 
translated relative to the distal end of the probe, thereby 
forming a cavity of variable volume about the distal end of 
the probe; and at least one active electrode disposed on at 
least a portion of the interior of the insulating luminal Sleeve. 
The insulating luminal Sleeve may extend distally beyond 
the distal end of the probe, Such as extending distally 
between about 1 mm and about 40 mm beyond the distal end 
of the probe. At least one return electrode may be disposed 
on the distal end of the probe. The at least one active 
electrode and the at least one return electrode may be located 
within the cavity of variable volume about the distal end of 
the probe. Alternatively, there may be provided at least one 
return electrode disposed on the insulating luminal Sleeve. 
The apparatus may further comprise at least one detector 
proximal to the distal end of the probe and within the cavity 
of variable Volume for detecting a parameter relating to 
electrolysis or oxy-hydro combustion. The detector may 
detect pH concentration, temperature, conductivity, ion con 
centrations, gas production, gas consumption, Sound, or 
changes in local pressure. In one embodiment, the detector 
detects temperature and comprises a piezo-electric pyrom 
eter, a thin-film piezo-electric pyrometer, or a thermo 
luminescent crystal. In another embodiment, the detector 
detects the production or consumption of oxygen or hydro 
gen. In yet another embodiment, the detector detects Sound 
at between about 10 kHz and about 600 kHz. In the 
apparatus, the at least one detector may be disposed between 
the at least one active electrode and the at least one return 
electrode. The apparatus may further comprise a detection 
circuit for receiving a parameter detected by the at least one 
detector, and optionally a control circuit providing an output 
control Signal controlling an amount of power output to the 
at least one active electrode in response to an output from the 
detection circuit. The at least one detector within the cavity 
may be located within the insulating luminal Sleeve. Alter 
natively, the at least one detector proximal to the distal end 
of the probe and within the cavity of variable volume may 
be located in front of the at least one active electrode. The 
actuator may be a mechanical actuator or an electromechani 
cal actuator. In the apparatus, the actuator may be activated, 
thereby varying the volume of the cavity about the distal end 
of the probe, in response to a parameter relating to elec 
trolysis detected by the detector. In this embodiment, the 
apparatus may further comprise a detection circuit for 
receiving a parameter detected by the detector, or a detection 
circuit for receiving a parameter detected by the detector and 
a control circuit providing an output control Signal control 
ling the actuator in response to an output from the detection 
circuit. In the apparatus, the insulating luminal sleeve can be 
cylindrical, can be flexible, can be translucent, or can be 
transparent, and may be made from a polymeric material. 
Thus the insulating luminal sleeve may comprise glass, 
ceramic, alumina, Zirconia, yttria, PETG, PTFE, nylon, 
PVC, ABS, polysulfone, polycarbonate, PEEK, polyamide, 
polyimide, or PMMA. The apparatus may further comprise 
a power Supply in electrical communication with the at least 
one active electrode, which power Supply may be an alter 
nating current power Supply, or a direct current power 
Supply, and may optionally provide a Source of radiofre 
quency energy. 

0017. In yet another embodiment, the invention provides 
an apparatus for electroSurgery, comprising: a probe body 
with a distal end and a proximal end, the proximal end 
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forming a handle for holding the probe; a flexible insulating 
luminal Sleeve positioned around the distal end of the probe; 
an adjustably positionable actuator disposed on the handle 
and translatably connected to the insulating luminal sleeve, 
Such that the insulating luminal Sleeve can be longitudinally 
translated relative to the distal end of the probe, thereby 
forming a cavity of variable volume about the distal end of 
the probe; and at least one active electrode disposed on at 
least a portion of the interior of the insulating luminal Sleeve. 
In the apparatus, the flexible insulating luminal sleeve may 
be bell shaped, whereby the distal end of the flexible 
insulating luminal sleeve has a diameter greater than the 
diameter of the proximal end of the flexible insulating 
luminal sleeve. The insulating sleeve may extend distally 
between about 1 mm and about 40 mm beyond the distal end 
of the probe. At least one return electrode may be disposed 
on the distal end of the probe, such as either located within 
the cavity of variable volume about the distal end of the 
probe or on the flexible insulating luminal sleeve. The at 
least one active electrode may be flexible, and may comprise 
a Semi-conductive doped polymeric material. Alternatively, 
the at least one active electrode may comprise a metallic 
conductive paint, a metallic based conductive adhesive, a 
plasma vapor deposited metal, a chemical vapor deposited 
metal, a thin-film metallic leaf, or a conductively doped 
Substrate. The apparatus may further comprise at least one 
detector proximal on the distal end of the probe and within 
the cavity of variable Volume for detecting a parameter 
relating to electrolysis or oxy-hydro combustion, such as a 
detector that detects pH concentration, temperature, conduc 
tivity, ion concentrations, gas production, gas consumption, 
Sound, or changes in local pressure. The detector may detect 
temperature and comprise a piezo-electric pyrometer, a 
thin-film piezo-electric pyrometer, or a thermo-luminescent 
crystal. Alternatively, the detector may detect the production 
or consumption of oxygen or hydrogen, or may detect Sound 
at between about 10 kHz and about 600 kHz. The at least one 
detector may be disposed between the at least one active 
electrode and the at least one return electrode. The apparatus 
may further comprise a detection circuit for receiving a 
parameter detected by the at least one detector, and opti 
mally a control circuit providing an output control Signal 
controlling an amount of power output to the at least one 
active electrode in response to an output from the detection 
circuit. The at least one detector within the cavity may be 
located within the insulating luminal sleeve. Alternatively, 
the at least one detector on the distal end of the probe and 
within the cavity of variable volume may be located distal of 
the at least one active electrode. The actuator may be a 
mechanical actuator or an electro-mechanical actuator, and 
the actuator may be activated, thereby varying the Volume of 
the cavity about the distal end of the probe, in response to 
a parameter relating to electrolysis detected by the detector. 
The apparatus may include a detection circuit for receiving 
a parameter detected by the detector, and optionally a control 
circuit providing an output control Signal controlling the 
actuator in response to an output from the detection circuit. 
The insulating luminal sleeve may be cylindrical, translu 
cent, or transparent, and may be made from a polymeric 
material. Thus the insulating luminal Sleeve may comprise a 
Silicone rubber, a polyimide, a fluoro-polymer, a polyester, 
a polyethylene, a polyurethane, a poly-vinyl chloride, a 
co-polymer of the foregoing, a tertiary co-polymer of the 
foregoing or a woven fabric of the foregoing. The apparatus 
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may further comprise a power Supply in electrical commu 
nication with the at least one active electrode, which may be 
an alternating current power Supply, or a direct current 
power Supply, and may optimally provide a Source of 
radiofrequency energy. 
0018. In yet another embodiment, there is provided an 
apparatus for electroSurgery, comprising: a probe body with 
a distal end and a proximal end, the proximal end forming 
a handle for holding the probe; a flexible insulating exten 
Sion extending from the distal end of the probe, and at least 
one active electrode disposed on the flexible insulating 
extension. The flexible insulating extension may extend 
between about 1 mm and about 40 mm beyond the distal end 
of the probe body. There may be provided at least one return 
electrode disposed on the distal end of the probe body. The 
at least one active electrode may be flexible, and may 
comprise a Semi-conductive polymeric material. Thus the at 
least one active electrode may comprise a metallic conduc 
tive paint, a metallic based conductive adhesive, a plasma 
Vapor deposited metal, a chemical vapor deposited metal, a 
thin-film metallic leaf, or a conductively doped Substrate. 
The flexible insulating extension may be cylindrical, option 
ally with the at least one active electrode disposed on the 
interior cylinder wall of the cylindrical flexible insulating 
extension. The flexible insulating extension may also be 
translucent or transparent. The flexible insulating extension 
may be made from a polymeric material, and may include a 
Silicone rubber, a polyimide, a fluoro-polymer, a polyester, 
a polyethylene, a polyurethane, a poly-Vinyl chloride, a 
co-polymer of the foregoing, a tertiary co-polymer of the 
foregoing or a woven fabric of the foregoing. The apparatus 
may further comprise a power Supply in electrical commu 
nication with the at least one active electrode. The power 
Supply may be an alternating current power Supply or a 
direct current power Supply, and may optionally provide a 
Source of radiofrequency energy. The at least one active 
electrode can comprise a conductive polymer on at least one 
Surface of the flexible insulating extension, Such as wherein 
the at least one active electrode Surface area is defined by a 
non-conductive mask over at least one portion of the con 
ductive doped polymer. The non-conductive mask may 
comprise a Silicone rubber, a polyimide, a fluoro-polymer, a 
polyester, a polyethylene, a polyurethane, a poly-vinyl chlo 
ride, a co-polymer of the foregoing, a tertiary co-polymer of 
the foregoing or a woven fabric of the foregoing. 
0019. In yet another embodiment, there is provided an 
apparatus for electroSurgery of an anatomical Structure 
within a body, comprising: a probe body with a distal end 
and a proximal end, the proximal end forming a handle for 
holding the probe body; a flexible insulating luminal sleeve 
positioned around the distal end of the probe body; an 
adjustably positionable actuator disposed on the handle and 
translatably connected to the insulating luminal sleeve, Such 
that the insulating luminal sleeve can be longitudinally 
translated relative to the distal end of the probe body, 
thereby forming a cavity of variable Volume and dimension 
about the distal end of the probe body; and at least one active 
electrode disposed on at least a portion of the interior of the 
insulating luminal sleeve. The flexible insulating luminal 
sleeve may be bell shaped, whereby the distal end of the 
flexible insulating luminal Sleeve has a diameter greater than 
the diameter of the proximal end of the flexible insulating 
luminal sleeve. The distal diameter of the flexible insulating 
luminal sleeve may increase as the insulated luminal sleeve 
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is longitudinally translated relative to the distal end of the 
probe body. In the apparatus, the insulating sleeve may 
extend distally between about 1 mm and about 40 mm 
beyond the distal end of the probe. In the apparatus, there 
may be provided at least one return electrode disposed on the 
distal end of the probe body, Such as wherein the at least one 
return electrode is located within the cavity of variable 
volume and dimension about the distal end of the probe 
body. The apparatus may further comprise at least one return 
electrode disposed on the flexible insulating luminal Sleeve. 
In any embodiment, the at least one active electrode may be 
flexible, and may comprise a Semi-conductive polymeric 
material, or may comprise a metallic conductive paint, a 
metallic based conductive adhesive, a plasma vapor depos 
ited metal, a chemical vapor deposited metal, a thin-film 
metallic leaf, or a conductively doped Substrate. The appa 
ratus may further comprise at least one detector proximal on 
the distal end of the probe and within the cavity of variable 
Volume and dimension for detecting a parameter relating to 
electrolysis or oxy-hydro combustion, Such as a detector 
which detects pH concentration, temperature, conductivity, 
ion concentrations, gas production, gas consumption, Sound, 
or changes in local preSSure. In one embodiment, the detec 
tor may detect temperature and comprise a piezo-electric 
pyrometer, a thin-film piezo-electric pyrometer, or a thermo 
luminescent crystal. Alternatively, the detector may detect 
the production or consumption of oxygen or hydrogen or 
may detect sound at between about 10 kHz and about 600 
kHz. The at least one detector may be disposed between the 
at least one active electrode and the at least one return 
electrode. The apparatus may further comprise a detection 
circuit for receiving a parameter detected by the at least one 
detector, and optionally may further comprise a control 
circuit providing an output control Signal controlling an 
amount of power output to the at least one active electrode 
in response to an output from the detection circuit. In the 
apparatus, the at least one detector within the cavity may be 
located within the insulating luminal Sleeve, Such as located 
in front of the at least one active electrode. In the apparatus, 
the actuator may be a mechanical actuator or an electro 
mechanical actuator, optionally wherein the actuator is acti 
Vated, thereby varying the Volume and dimension of the 
cavity about the distal end of the probe, in response to a 
parameter relating to electrolysis detected by the detector. 
The apparatus may further comprise a detection circuit for 
receiving a parameter detected by the detector, or a detection 
circuit for receiving a parameter detected by the detector and 
a control circuit providing an output control Signal control 
ling the actuator in response to an output from the detection 
circuit. In the apparatus, the flexible insulating luminal 
sleeve may be cylindrical, and may further be translucent or 
transparent. The flexible insulating luminal Sleeve may be 
made from a polymeric material, and may comprise a 
Silicone rubber, a polyimide, a fluoro-polymer, a polyester, 
a polyethylene, a polyurethane, a poly-vinyl chloride, a 
co-polymer of the foregoing, a tertiary co-polymer of the 
foregoing or a woven fabric of the foregoing. In the appa 
ratus, the flexible insulating luminal sleeve can be con 
formed to the shape of an anatomical Structure within a body 
by longitudinal translation of the flexible insulating luminal 
sleeve, thereby varying at least one dimension of the flexible 
insulating luminal sleeve. In another embodiment, the flex 
ible insulating luminal Sleeve can further comprise a shape 
memory alloy, Such as an expanded shape formed by a 
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Support Structure of the shape memory alloy. The apparatus 
may further comprise a power Supply in electrical commu 
nication with the at least one active electrode, which power 
Supply may be an alternating current power Supply or a 
direct current power Supply, and optionally may provide a 
Source of radiofrequency energy. 

0020. It may thus be seen that the invention includes a 
method for treating tissue within the body, comprising: 
providing a probe with a distal end and a proximal end, with 
at least one active electrode disposed on the distal end; 
positioning the at least one active electrode adjacent the 
tissue to be treated; providing an electrolyzable interfacing 
medium adjacent the at least one active electrode; and, 
providing Sufficient electrical energy to the at least one 
active electrode to induce electrolysis of the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium without inducing combustion of the 
products of electrolysis or formation of a plasma. 
0021 Alternatively, the invention includes a method for 
treating tissue within the body, comprising: providing a 
probe with a distal end and a proximal end and a flexible 
insulating extension extending from the distal end of the 
probe, with at least one active electrode disposed on the 
flexible insulating extension; positioning the at least one 
active electrode adjacent the tissue to be treated; providing 
an electrolyzable interfacing medium adjacent the at least 
one active electrode; and, providing Sufficient electrical 
energy to the at least one active electrode to induce elec 
trolysis of the electrolyzable interfacing medium without 
inducing combustion of the products of electrolysis or 
formation of a plasma. 
0022. Alternatively, the invention provides a method for 
treating tissue within the body, comprising: providing a 
probe with a distal end and a proximal end, with the distal 
end comprising a cavity wherein is disposed at least one 
active electrode, positioning the cavity adjacent the tissue to 
be treated; providing an electrolyzable interfacing medium 
adjacent the at least one active electrode; and, providing 
Sufficient electrical energy to the at least one active electrode 
to induce electrolysis of the electrolyzable interfacing 
medium without inducing combustion of the products of 
electrolysis or formation of a plasma. 
0023. In yet another alternative, the invention provides a 
method for treating tissue within the body, comprising: 
providing a probe with a distal end and a proximal end, with 
the distal end comprising a variable Volume cavity wherein 
is disposed at least one active electrode, positioning the 
cavity adjacent the tissue to be treated; providing an elec 
trolyzable interfacing medium adjacent the at least one 
active electrode, and, providing Sufficient electrical energy 
to the at least one active electrode to induce electrolysis of 
the electrolyzable interfacing medium without inducing 
combustion of the products of electrolysis or formation of a 
plasma. In this method, it may be provided to vary the 
volume of the cavity. 
0024. In all the foregoing methods, the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium may comprise a hydrogel, a Sol-gel, a 
wax, or a liquid. The electrolyzable interfacing medium may 
lubriciously Soften in response to electrolysis. The electro 
ly Zable interfacing medium may comprise an adhesive. The 
electrolyzable interfacing medium may also comprise a 
therapeutically effective agent, Such as an antiseptic, growth 
factor, or apoptotic agent. In all the foregoing methods, the 
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electrolyzable interfacing medium may effect a change in 
pH on electrolysis, may effect a change in impedance on 
electrolysis, or may effect a change in net electrical potential 
on electrolysis. In the methods, upon electrolysis the elec 
trolyzable interfacing medium may form one or more chemi 
cal gradients or a thermal gradient. In all the foregoing 
methods, the electrolyzable interfacing medium may be 
provided by disposing within the probe prior to positioning 
the probe. Byproducts of electrolysis generated within the 
cavity may be controlled to effect the desired result. The 
methods may further comprise the Step of detecting at least 
one byproduct of electrolysis within the cavity, Such as pH 
concentration, temperature, conductivity, ion concentra 
tions, gas production, gas consumption, Sound, or changes in 
local pressure. 

0.025 The invention further provides a method for treat 
ing tissue within the body, comprising: providing a non 
electrolyzable material in combination with an electrolyZ 
able interfacing medium adjacent the tissue to be treated; 
and applying Sufficient electrical energy to induce electroly 
sis of the electrolyzable interfacing medium without induc 
ing combustion of the products of electrolysis or formation 
of a plasma. In this method, the non-electrolyzable material 
may provide Sufficient Structure to at least partially contain 
the electrolyzable interfacing medium. Alternatively, the 
non-electrolyzable material may form a shell upon electroly 
sis of the electrolyzable interfacing medium, thereby at least 
partially containing the electrolyzable interfacing medium. 
In yet another alternative, the non-electrolyzable material 
may be interstitially disposed within voids of the tissue to be 
treated, forming an adhesive and hardened Structure upon 
electrolysis of the of the electrolyzable interfacing medium, 
Such as wherein the tissue to be treated is a bone, and 
wherein at least one Void therein is a fracture Surface. In this 
aspect, the non-electrolyzable material in combination with 
an electrolyzable interfacing medium may further comprise 
an Osteo-inductive, Osteo-conductive or Osteogenic agent. 
The non-electrolyzable material may comprise a porous 
co-polymer of polyglycolic acid or polylactic acid, a col 
lagen network, demineralized bone matrix, calcium phos 
phate cement, tricalcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite, non 
collagenous protein, bioactive glass, tantalum or 
combinations of the foregoing. The electrolyzable interfac 
ing medium may further comprise a liquid, a gel, a Sol-gel, 
a wax or a Solid. 

0026. In yet another alternative embodiment, there is 
provided a method for treating tissue within the body, 
comprising: providing an aqueous electrolyzable interfacing 
medium adjacent the tissue to be treated; and applying 
Sufficient electrical energy to induce electrolysis of the 
electrolyzable interfacing medium without inducing com 
bustion of the products of electrolysis or formation of a 
plasma, whereby acidic electrolyzed water is generated 
adjacent the tissue to provide a therapeutic effect. In this 
method, the electrical energy may be direct current. The 
electrical energy to induce electrolysis may be delivered by 
means of an active electrode adjacent to but not in contact 
with the tissue to be treated. The active electrode may be in 
fluid communication with the tissue to be treated but dis 
posed within a Structure preventing contact of the active 
electrode with the tissue to be treated. The structure may 
comprise a cavity or a porous structure. 
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0027. In yet another embodiment, the invention provides 
a wound dressing for effecting electrolysis, comprising: a 
flexible thin film with a top surface and a bottom wound 
contacting Surface comprising at least one first electrically 
conductive Surface and at least one Second electrically 
conductive Surface; a conductive and electrolyzable inter 
facing medium contacting the at least one first electrically 
conductive Surface; and, a Source of electrical energy in 
electrical communication with the at least one first electri 
cally conductive Surface, thereby forming an active elec 
trode, and with the at least one Second electrically conduc 
tive Surface, thereby forming a return electrode, whereby the 
conductive and electrolyzable interfacing medium com 
pletes an electrochemical electrolysis circuit when wetted by 
bodily fluids or an interfacing medium. In the wound dress 
ing, the Source of electrical energy may be a battery, Such as 
a battery disposed on the top surface of the flexible thin film. 
Alternatively, in the wound dressing, the Source of electrical 
energy may be a photovoltaic cell, Such as a photovoltaic 
cell disposed on the top surface of the flexible thin film. In 
one embodiment, the top surface of the flexible thin film 
comprises the photovoltaic cell. In the wound dressing, the 
conductive and electrolyzable interfacing medium may be 
crystalline. The wound dressing may also further comprise 
an adhesive for fixing the flexible thin film on a wound. The 
wound dressing may also further comprise a passive current 
limiting circuit. 

0028. In yet another embodiment, the invention provides 
a method for treating tissue within the body, comprising: 
providing an aqueous electrolyzable interfacing medium 
adjacent the tissue to be treated; providing a variable Volume 
Structure containing an active electrode, applying Sufficient 
electrical energy to the active electrode to induce electroly 
sis of the electrolyzable interfacing medium without induc 
ing combustion of the products of electrolysis or formation 
of a plasma, whereby acidic electrolyzed water is generated 
adjacent the tissue to provide a therapeutic effect. The 
electrical energy may be direct current. In the method, the 
electrolysis may result in the formation of elemental gases 
adjacent the tissue to be treated. The variable volume 
Structure may comprise a cavity or a porous Structure. 

0029. In yet another embodiment, the invention provides 
a method for treating tissue within the body, comprising: 
providing an aqueous electrolyzable interfacing medium 
adjacent the tissue to be treated; providing an active elec 
trode contained within a structure, the active electrode being 
in fluid contact with the tissue to be treated but spaced by the 
Structure a determinable distance from the tissue to be 
treated; applying Sufficient electrical energy to the active 
electrode to induce electrolysis of the electrolyzable inter 
facing medium without inducing combustion of the products 
of electrolysis or formation of a plasma, whereby acid base 
pairs are generated in the medium adjacent the tissue to 
provide a therapeutic effect. In this method, the Structure 
may comprise a cavity or a porous Structure. 

0030) A primary object of the present invention is to 
provide devices and methods relating to electroSurgical 
electrolysis (Sometimes called electrolytic electroSurgery 
herein). 
0031) Another object is to provide variable chamber 
devices for electroSurgical electrolysis. 
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0032) Another object is to devices, including an active 
electrode and a return electrode, for use in electroSurgical 
electrolysis. 
0033. Another object is to provide a cavity or chamber 
wherein the active electrode of an electroSurgical electroly 
sis probe is disposed. 
0034. Another object is to provide variable volume cavi 
ties or chambers on probes, preferably wherein the active 
electrode is disposed, for use in electroSurgical electrolysis. 
0.035 Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 
variety of electrolytic media for use in electroSurgical elec 
trolysis. 

0.036 Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 
variety of electrolytic media, including one or more Sub 
Strates, for use in electroSurgical electrolysis. 
0037 Other objects, advantages and novel features, and 
further scope of applicability of the present invention will be 
Set forth in part in the detailed description to follow, taken 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, and in part 
will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon 
examination of the following, or may be learned by practice 
of the invention. The objects and advantages of the invention 
may be realized and attained by means of the instrumen 
talities and combinations particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.038. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 
rated into and form a part of the Specification, illustrate one 
or more embodiments of the present invention and, together 
with the description, Serve to explain the principles of the 
invention. The drawings are only for the purpose of illus 
trating one or more preferred embodiments of the invention 
and are not to be construed as limiting the invention. In the 
drawings: 

0.039 FIG. 1A is the stoichiometric chemical equation 
for chemical reactions related to the invention and known to 
govern the electroSurgical process, 

0040 FIG. 1B is the equation and a view of the acid-base 
“throttle' effect; 
0041 FIG. 1C is the equation and a view of the gener 
alized form of the electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion 
reaction process, 
0.042 FIG. 1D is the equation and a view of the gener 
alized form of the electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion 
reaction process showing the effect of varying molar coef 
ficients, 
0.043 FIG. 2A is a view of a non-contact electroSurgical 
probe apparatus of the invention with a retractable transpar 
ent elastomeric trumpet electroSurgical chamber; 
0044 FIG. 2B is a view of the transparent elastomeric 
trumpet electroSurgical chamber of FIG. 2A in the fully 
extended condition with the active and return electrode 
traces visible; 
004.5 FIG. 3 is a view of a non-contact electroSurgical 
electrolysis probe apparatus of the invention with a different 
electroSurgical chamber configuration; 
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0046 FIG. 4 is a view of the application of an electro 
Surgical electrolysis interfacing material of the invention to 
a wound Site, 
0047 FIG. 5A is a view of a direct current photo-voltaic 
wound treatment System of the invention; 
0048 FIG. 5B is a view of a direct current photo-voltaic 
wound treatment System of the invention interacting with an 
electroSurgical electrolysis interfacing material; 
0049 FIG. 6 is a view of a bone welding system utilizing 
an electroSurgical electrolysis interfacing material of the 
invention and an electroSurgical electrolysis probe appara 
tuS, 

0050 FIG. 7 is a view of an electrosurgical electrolysis 
Scaffold configuration of the invention which provides an 
alternative configuration of an electroSurgical chamber as 
depicted in FIG. 2A, FIG. 2B, and FIG. 3; 
0051 FIG. 8 is a view of an electroSurgical electrolysis 
trumpet chamber of the invention providing means to per 
form interfacing material electrolysis for the modification 
and treatment of cartilage; 
0052 FIG. 9 is a view of non-contact electroSurgical 
electrolysis tissue modification wherein cellular permeabil 
ity changes are induced that allow for the Subsequent 
preSSure induced uptake of therapeutic agents, 
0053 FIG. 10 is a view of an application of the electro 
Surgical electrolysis interfacing material of the invention 
upon a wound; 
0054 FIG. 11 is a view of a multi-modal electrode 
electroSurgical electrolysis dispensing probe apparatus of 
the invention; 

0055 FIG. 12 is a view of a multi-modal electrode 
electroSurgical electrolysis dispensing apparatus of the 
invention; 
0056 FIG. 13 is an electroSurgical electrolysis probe of 
the invention with an active electrode and a return electrode 
disposed within a variable volume and flexible cavity; 
0057 FIG. 14A is a front, head on view of an electro 
Surgical electrolysis probe of the invention further including 
a DC driven igniter or glow plug for ignition of oxy 
hydrogen combustion; 
0.058 FIG. 14B is a transverse view of a probe of the 
invention with a flexible return electrode; and 

0059 FIG. 15 is a view of a probe of the invention with 
an adjustable insulating cylindrical Sleeve and at least one 
detector. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0060. The equations of FIG. 1A illustrate the chemical 
equations that describe the overall electrolysis and oxy 
hydro reaction, with associated acid-base shifts, resulting 
from electrolysis of water and Subsequent ignition of the 
resulting oxygen and hydrogen. The physiochemistry of the 
electroSurgical proceSS consists of an acid-base shift that 
governs the relative availability of the amount of water that 
can be consumed as part of an electrolysis chemical reaction. 
The electrolysis reaction is driven by the high frequency 
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current flowing between active and return electrodes in both 
the bi-polar and mono-polar modes of operation of electro 
Surgical probes. This electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion 
theory accounts for all necessary chemical and energy 
constituents that are present as well as the physical obser 
Vations of light emission and heat generation during the use 
of Such devices. The physiochemical occurrences of elec 
troSurgery have been reconciled into a single accurate and 
cohesive theory. 
0061 Chemical equations 10 generally govern the pro 
cess herein disclosed, whereby the initial liberation of 
elemental oxygen and hydrogen gases 30 occurs by means 
of electrolysis. Given that the underwater electroSurgical 
process often occurs in a Salt Solution, either applied or that 
of the tissue or cell itself, such as a 0.9% by weight saline 
Solution, the true role of these elements should be recon 
ciled. The presence and true action of the Salt, i.e. Sodium 
chloride (NaCl) for example, can be accounted for by means 
of equations 10. The normal stoichiometry of the electrolysis 
reaction dictates that if elemental gas Separation is occur 
ring, then the Solute participants must join with the remain 
ing Solution components of water to form a complementary 
acid-base pair. This pair is shown on the right-hand Side of 
the upper half of equations 10 as hydrochloric acid 15 and 
Sodium hydroxide 20 base pair. AS is well known, hydrogen 
and oxygen gases 30 can be co-mingled without Spontane 
ous exothermic reaction. A Small amount of energy, Such as 
RF energy 40, is required to overcome the nominally endot 
hermic reaction and ignite the oxy-hydro combustion. Once 
ignited, the reaction will continue until all the reactants are 
consumed and reduced to the products shown on the right 
hand side of the lower half of equations 10. 
0062) The equations of FIG.1B illustrate the effect of the 
acid-base throttling reaction. The oxy-hydro combustion 
proceSS depicted is dynamic and occurs in a fixed fluid 
reservoir, which necessarily results in dynamically changing 
concentrations of Salt ions as a function of electrolytic 
conversion of water to elemental gas. This equation neces 
Sarily Suggests that as the acid-base shift occurs in the 
reservoir, leSS and less water is available for electrolysis. 
This phenomenon is seen in FIG. 1B where acid-base pair 
15 and 20 is shown in increased molar proportion to the 
normal stoichiometric quantity of base reactions 10. The 
reduction of available water for electrolysis is evident in the 
relationship 50 of oxygen and hydrogen gas to the acid-base 
pair. The finding is necessarily evident from the Stoichiom 
etry, namely that insufficient water is available given a fixed 
initial eight (8) moles of water, based on the finite reservoir 
of water, with increasing resulting molar concentrations of 
acid and base as Oxygen and hydrogen are liberated from the 
Solution in a gaseous State, Such as by bubbling out of 
Solution. AS fewer moles of oxygen and hydrogen gas are 
present after electrolysis as in FIG. 1B, the balancing 
portion of atoms account for the dynamic increase acid-base 
concentration. 

0063) The equations of FIG. 1C demonstrate a more 
general case of the electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion 
reaction process in which the ionic Salt is represented by 
variable 60, where X is any appropriate group 1, period 1-7 
element of the periodic table. This generalized reaction 
illustrates how hydronium and hydroxide ions can contribute 
to the same overall chemical reaction known as electrolysis 
and oxy-hydro combustion. 
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0064. The equations of FIG. 1D demonstrate the more 
general case of the electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion 
reaction process in which the ionic Salt is represented by 
variables 61, consisting of C, B, Y, and 6; wherein, the molar 
quantities required for Stoichiometric combustion are any 
value that appropriately Satisfies the oxidation reduction 
Valence requirements for the overall reaction. This general 
ized reaction case shows how oxygen and hydrogen require 
ments can vary and Still result in the same overall chemical 
reaction known as electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion. 

0065. The modes of electrolysis and oxy-hydro combus 
tion operation described in FIG. 1A, FIG. 1B and FIG. 1C 
depict theoretical Stoichiometric reaction processes induced 
by application of high frequency electromagnetic energy to 
a Salt ion Solution, including Salt ion Solutions typically 
found within biologic tissues themselves. The fundamental 
process is governed by the rate of electrolysis in the initial 
dissociation of water into oxygen and hydrogen gas, as 
shown in equations 10. 

0066 Based upon this understanding, methods and 
devices for electroSurgery can be developed that utilize one 
or the other, or both of the electroSurgical constituent 
reactions, electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion, as further 
disclosed in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/119,671. 

0067 For example, oxy-hydro combustion can be uti 
lized for therapeutic procedures like cutting, ablation, 
coagulation, vaporization, and other related procedures that 
are similar to those previously disclosed in the prior art. The 
oxy-hydro combustion reaction delivers the energy configu 
ration necessary to cause these tissue effects and the host 
responses thereof as desired and described in those proce 
dures. ElectroSurgical methods and devices used for these 
types of procedures (see U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,669,904, 6,206, 
878, 6.213,999, 6,135,998, 5,683,366,5,697.882, 6,149,620, 
6,241,723, 6,264,652, 6,322,549, 6,306,134, 6,293,942, and 
other patents to similar effect) presumably utilize this reac 
tion, despite the lack of recognition in Such patents that 
electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion is the effecter in 
these types of procedures (rather than plasma or related 
forms of ionizing radiation). In essence, in the prior art 
methods and devices have been developed to achieve these 
Specific and interrelated treatment goals without fully under 
Standing the physiochemical occurrences of electroSurgery 
as practiced. An inherent risk in Such a situation is the 
possibility that iatrogenic harm and complication may occur 
related to the use of Such methods and devices. Most notably 
these iatrogenic complications are due to the inability to 
fully contain the energy application of electroSurgery to 
tissue based upon the limited understanding of the physio 
chemical processes that are occurring. Unfortunately, Since 
the use of Such methods and devices have been increasing as 
electroSurgical techniques have become more popular and 
indications for use have been expanding, this situation is 
now indeed a reality, leading many practitioners and 
researchers to call for the guarded use of electroSurgical 
technology until further investigation can be completed. See, 
e.g., Thermometric determination of cartilage matrix tem 
peratures during thermal chondroplasty: comparison of 
bipolar and monopolar radiofrequency devices. ArthroS 
copy. 2002 April; 18(4):339–46. This confusion regarding 
therapeutic electroSurgical protocols is typically the first 
clinical signal of a mismatch between Science and practice, 
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which is now leading to the reduction in use of prior art 
electroSurgical devices for certain applications. 
0068 The treatment methods and devices of the prior art 
rely upon the common denominator of tissue necrosis as the 
means to accomplish these treatment goals; and, this tissue 
effect is the main parameter employed to categorize prior art 
electroSurgery as a means to achieve tissue cutting, ablation, 
coagulation, vaporization, and the like. Most peer-reviewed 
Studies have evaluated level of necrosis, depth of necrosis, 
or related parameters to quantify electroSurgical effects for 
these types of treatment procedures as Such evaluation are 
most relevant in those treatment Settings. Tissue necrosis 
occurs to Some degree in all methods in the prior art due to 
their desired goals of tissue cutting, ablation, coagulation, 
Vaporization, and the like. This necrosis is typified histo 
logically by karyorrhexis or nuclear picnosis at one end of 
the Spectrum and frank necrosis or vaporization at the other 
end, followed by host responses directed to the Specific level 
of necrosis induced by the manner of tissue treatment. 
0069 Electrolysis as the initial functional reaction of 
electroSurgery, on the other hand, has not been explicitly 
recognized or exploited in the prior art for therapeutic 
procedures. The methods and devices developed in the prior 
art to achieve the treatment goals of cutting, ablation, 
coagulation, Vaporization, and the like, have been generated 
without the knowledge of electrolysis as a relevant constitu 
ent part of the electroSurgical physiochemical process. This 
circumstance further clarifies the motivation of prior art to 
limit methods and devices to cutting, ablation, coagulation, 
Vaporization, and the like that require the higher energy 
configurations that induce oxy-hydro combustion. Based 
upon this realization, methods and devices designed to 
provide or augment the Supply of the constituents of the 
oxy-hydro combustion reaction have been developed and 
disclosed in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/119,671 that 
can bypass the relative need of electrolysis for therapeutic 
procedures designed to accomplish Such related treatment 
goals as cutting, ablation, coagulation, and vaporization yet 
in a more expedient and efficient manner. One of the major 
motivations for these methods and devices, as disclosed in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/119,671, is to decrease 
tissue electrolysis for these types of treatment procedures 
Since electrolysis induced in tissue itself is very detrimental 
to tissue cellular structures. It induces not only tissue necro 
sis quite dramatically but also transferS other significant 
collateral physiochemical effects that are not necessary and 
are additionally problematic for the treatment goals of 
cutting, ablation, coagulation, vaporization, and the like, as 
will be discussed below. These collateral effects often delay 
or impair healing responses of the Surrounding areas of 
tissue treatment, expanding the depth of necrosis as 
described witnessed in prior art electroSurgical applications 
and peer-reviewed assessments. U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 10/119,671 discloses further means to limit these elec 
trolysis related detrimental tissue effects witnessed during 
the electroSurgical procedures of cutting, ablation, coagula 
tion, vaporization, and the like that are realized through the 
understanding of the physiochemical occurrences of elec 
troSurgery. Tissue changes and responses thereof are more 
fully recognized and characterized allowing additional novel 
uses for the oxy-hydro combustion phenomenon. In one 
Such embodiment, tissue contact with the working elec 
trode(s) of the instrument probe can be eliminated via the 
use of a translating Sheath that can contain the constituents 
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of the relevant electroSurgical reactions and place the active 
electrode(s) away from the tissue Surface. This procedure as 
disclosed in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/119,671 
benefits the tissue in that the location of electrolysis and 
oxy-hydro combustion occurrences is shifted from that 
within the tissue itself (as contemplated and practiced in 
prior art Since the probe electrodes are used to contact the 
tissue to exert its effects) to that within the surrounding fluid. 
This shift can be partial or complete based upon the desired 
tissue effects of electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion at 
the treatment locale. In this way, tissue electrolysis can be 
marginalized as a relevant occurrence in the cutting, abla 
tion, coagulation, and vaporization treatment methods that 
utilize oxy-hydro combustion. 
0070 Misinterpretation of the multifaceted physiochemi 
cal occurrences of electroSurgery in the prior art has inhib 
ited development of advancements and novel methods and 
devices for electroSurgical treatment beyond those that are 
related to cutting, ablation, coagulation, vaporization, the 
host responses thereof, and the like for many years. 

0071. Disclosed herein are methods and devices for elec 
troSurgery which focus upon the electrolysis that occurs 
during electroSurgical procedures and exploits its occurrence 
as the principle means to develop methods and devices that 
have been heretofore unrecognized for electroSurgery. Elec 
trolysis is a well-described phenomenon resulting from the 
application of electric current to an electrolyzable Solution, 
Such as a water-based Solution. In a water-based Solution, at 
the anode acid is formed by the formation of aqueous 
hydronium ions and the liberation of oxygen gas, at the 
cathode, base is formed by the formation of hydroxide ions 
and the liberation of hydrogen gas. When electrolysis is 
performed in a solution of NaCl (as would be typical of 
tissue in vivo), the anode produces characteristic elements. 
For example, chloride ions are oxidized to chlorine. Heat is 
also generated to a low degree, relative to the oxy-hydro 
combustion reaction, as heat is an artifact of inducing the 
electrolysis reaction. The gases of oxygen and hydrogen 
formed may or may not be utilized in an oxy-hydro com 
bustion reaction depending upon whether ignition occurs. 
0072 Electrolysis has been a well recognized component 
in many medical applications. In Such applications, treat 
ment induces electrolysis within the tissue itself, termed 
“tissue electrolysis” (this term is distinct from that disclosed 
herein where electrolysis is not created in the tissue itself-a 
process hereafter referred to as “electroSurgical electrolysis” 
wherein the working electrode(s) do not contact the tissue to 
be treated and therefore do not induce tissue electrolysis). In 
Such tissue electrolysis treatment, electric current is applied 
directly to tissue via various forms of electrodes for various 
goals. Such as hair removal for hirsutism, cancer cell abla 
tion, and cardiac foci ablation to control arrhythmia. See, for 
example: Fosh B G et al. Electrolytic ablation of the rat 
pancreas: a feasibility trial. BMC Gastroenterol 2001 1(1):9. 
Since tissue in Vivo is hydrated, composed primarily of 
water, electrolysis occurs in a typical fashion within the 
tissue. For example, the liberated hydrogen ions and the 
chlorine that one produced at the anode generally determine 
the extent of tissue necrosis and related findings. Electro 
chemical aspects of treatment of tissue with direct current. 
Eur J Surg Suppl 1994(574):111-115. Further, free radicals 
are formed to a lesser degree that can also induce tissue 
effects (Chahine R et al. Free radical generated by electroly 
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sis reduces nitro blue tetrazolium in isolate rat heart. Exp 
Toxicol Pathol 1997 49(1-2):91-95), and the acid-base shifts 
that occurs (Berendson J et al. Electrochemical aspects of 
treatment of tissue with direct current. Eur J Surg Suppl 
1994(574):111-115) can additionally be problematic to the 
tissue’s ability to respond to the treatment. However, in the 
treatment Settings where the goals are necrosis, Such as hair 
removal, cancer cell ablation, and cardiac cell foci ablation, 
these effects are preferred. It is the Stated intention of Such 
methods and devices to induce necrosis to achieve the 
desired treatment effect. 

0.073 ElectroSurgery as contemplated and practiced in 
prior art is another manifestation of this well-described 
medical application of tissue electrolysis Since Such methods 
and devices operate and explicitly employ tissue contact by 
the working electrode(s) of the instrumentation probes to 
impart their treatment effects. ElectroSurgery, as disclosed in 
the prior art, is designed to cut, ablate, coagulate, or vaporize 
tissues, and, in these instances, the relevance of electrolysis 
in any form is far overshadowed by the oxy-hydro combus 
tion portions of the phenomenon. However, the collateral 
effects of Surrounding tissue electrolysis are problematic for 
the host healing responses to Such treatment, expanding 
depth of necrosis. In low level electroSurgical application to 
tissue, a method that clinically is becoming more popular 
(i.e. Such as thermal ligament modification), the predomi 
nant effects of the treatment are those of tissue electrolysis, 
despite the heretofore lack of recognition as Such. The 
histological findings of tissue treated in Such a manner are 
typical of those induced by tissue electrolysis. Tissue elec 
trolysis effects have been well characterized for many years. 
Thomsen H K et al., Early epidermal changes in heat- and 
electrically injured pig skin. I. A light microScopy Study. 
Forensic Sci Int 1981 17(2):133-143; Thomsen H K et al. 
The effects of direct current, sodium hydroxide and hydro 
chloric acid on pig epidermis. A light microscopic and 
electron microscopy study. Acta Pathol Microbiol Immunol 
Scand A1983 91(5):307-316. These histological findings 
match the histological appearance of tissue treated via prior 
art electroSurgery methods and devices. These effects are 
reviewed in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/119,671. 
ElectroSurgery uses the terms tissue cutting, ablation, coagul 
lation, vaporization, and the like, rather than tissue elec 
trolysis to describe their tissue effect-an artifact of prior art 
misinterpretation of the physiochemical occurrences of elec 
troSurgery. 
0.074 For tissue electrolysis and oxy-hydro combustion, 
tissue effects are determined by their constituent make-up. 
TiSSue types with high cellular content demonstrate the most 
relative necrosis whereas those with lower relative cellular 
content demonstrate a lesser propensity for necrosis in its 
varied forms. Tissue types like ligament which are relatively 
leSS cellular and composed of primarily extracellular matrix 
collagen in various croSS-linking patterns typically demon 
Strate Shrinkage due to the heat generated by the reactions, 
Since tissue electrolysis most notably affects water-based 
Structures. If too much heat or energy is imparted to a 
ligamentous Structure, however, cutting, ablation, coagula 
tion, or vaporization can occur. ElectroSurgical procedures 
designed to shrink collagen have been well described and 
utilize lower energy transfer to that tissue type So that 
necrosis (i.e. oxy-hydrogen combustion related) does not 
occur to a clinically appreciable level. However, Such 
experimentation in this area of tissue modification is con 
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ducted without the physiochemical understanding of elec 
troSurgery. Tissue collagen Sources demonstrate various 
Shrinkage patterns and profiles as disclosed in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/885,749. The cells in such tissue are 
exposed to intracellular tissue electrolysis that creates necro 
sis, but, Since collagen based tissue has a low requirement 
for resident cellular Structures, relative to other tissue types, 
this electrolysis is often not clinically evident as necrosis to 
current levels of examination. Unfortunately, many 
instances of ligament "ablation' have been reported as a 
complication from prior art electroSurgical treatment as it is 
currently practiced. Sekiya J K et al. Autodigestion of a 
hamstring anterior cruciate ligament autograft following 
thermal shrinkage. A case report and Sentinel of concern. J 
Bone Joint Surg Am 2000 October; 82-A(10): 1454-7. It has 
been heretofore unrecognized that the failure of collagenous 
Structures after electroSurgical treatment is due to the effects 
of induced tissue electrolysis at low level energy applica 
tions. This is now easily understood to occur from cellular 
death induced by tissue electrolysis combined with the 
excessive heat production, if present, from Oxy-hydro com 
bustion. Tissue types with high cellular content or cellular 
Structures Such as cancerous cells more easily become 
necrotic as a result of tissue electrolysis. The electroSurgical 
treatment of articular cartilage has been problematic for 
methods and devices in the prior art. Radiofrequency 
energy-induced heating of bovine articular cartilage using a 
bipolar radiofrequency electrode. Am J Sports Med. 2000 
September-October; 28(5):720-4. With this understanding of 
tissue electrolysis as a component of electroSurgery, the 
overlap into the arena of tissue electrolysis of the prior art is 
clear. 

0075. Despite the variation in tissue make-up, electrosur 
gery as contemplated and practiced in prior art induces 
necrosis at various levels of energy input for all tissue types 
Since the clinical parameters used to determine treatment 
effect do not allow methods or devices to guard against Such 
tissue necrosis (as disclosed in Patent Cooperation Treaty 
Application Serial No. PCT/US03/18116, entitled Methods 
and Devices for ElectroSurgery, filed on Jun. 6, 2003). The 
heretofore described iatrogenic complications of prior art 
electroSurgery that occur at lower energy levels have been 
due to these direct tissue electrolysis effects, although not 
recognized as Such prior to this disclosure. Tissue electroly 
sis induces tissue necrosis followed by a typical healing 
response to address tissue necrosis and cellular death. Oxy 
hydro combustion also induces tissue necrosis, but to a much 
larger degree than tissue electrolysis due to the heat pro 
duction and burning/vaporization of organic material that 
occurs. ElectroSurgical procedures designed for cutting, 
ablation, coagulation, vaporization, and the like could utilize 
the tissue electrolysis reactions independently as a means to 
achieve Such treatment goals as clearly has been the case in 
numerous prior art disclosures of tissue electrolysis, yet 
performed in endoscopic Settings. In fact this realization for 
electroSurgery may allow a decrease in the incidence of 
iatrogenic damage related to unwanted tissue necrosis (depth 
of necrosis or collateral damage) that occurs when oxy 
hydro combustion is allowed to occur during treatment. 
0076 Based upon the above disclosure, it becomes 
apparent to those skilled in the art that: (1) in those instances 
when it is desirable to induce tissue cutting, ablation, 
coagulation, or vaporization by electroSurgical means (i.e. 
high energy tissue necrosis and removal), the occurrence of 
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electrolysis in any form is irrelevant to the procedure goals 
with oxy-hydro combustion Serving as the relevant effecter 
of the procedures-essentially as disclosed in prior art 
electroSurgery; (2) in those instances when oxy-hydro com 
bustion is desired and tissue electrolysis is not, Such as when 
collateral tissue damage is to be avoided, the methods and 
devices of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/119,671 can 
be employed with oxy-hydro combustion as the effecter of 
the procedure; (3) in those instances when tissue electrolysis 
is desired and oxy-hydro combustion is not, i.e. a lower 
energy transfer to tissue, the methods and devices of many 
prior art tissue electrolysis disclosures can be utilized; and 
(4) in those instances when the effects of electroSurgical 
electrolysis are desired without tissue electrolysis or oxy 
hydro combustion, the methods and devices disclosed herein 
can be utilized. Further, it is intended that the disclosures of 
Patent Cooperation Treaty Application Serial No. PCT/ 
US03/18116, entitled Methods and Devices for ElectroSur 
gery, filed on Jun. 6, 2003, allowing the Sensing, measuring, 
and detection of the relevant parameters of electroSurgery, 
provide an added means by which these reactions can be 
Separated during in Vivo application to guard against undes 
ired physiochemical occurrences in any given Specific treat 
ment protocol. 
0077. The previous discussion indicates that the electro 
Surgical process in its current form, although previously 
unrecognized as caused by tissue electrolysis and oxy-hydro 
combustion, has been design-limited to induce various lev 
els of tissue necrosis in the form of cutting, ablation, 
coagulation, vaporization, and the host responses thereof. 
This understanding places prior art electroSurgery methods 
and devices into the category of inducing various levels of 
tissue necrosis by way of tissue electrolysis and/or oxy 
hydro combustion. Since tissue electrolysis has been long 
Studied and utilized in many forms, methods and devices 
designed to induce tissue electrolysis via electroSurgery are 
Simply another way of inducing tissue necrosis or vaporiza 
tion. Next generation methods and devices as disclosed in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/119,671 can be used to 
decrease the relevance of tissue electrolysis and its associ 
ated detrimental collateral physiochemical effects discussed 
above for those procedures. 
0078 Disclosed herein are methods and devices designed 
to utilize the electrolysis portion of the electroSurgical 
proceSS in novel and heretofore unrecognized ways that do 
not rely upon tissue electrolysis, tissue necrosis, or oxy 
hydro combustion. Therefore, the methods and devices 
disclosed are not intended for cutting, ablation, coagulation, 
Vaporization, and the like. Disclosed also are means to 
contain the electroSurgical physiochemical occurrences to 
decrease detrimental effects and collateral tissue damage as 
Seen in prior art. Disclosed is the utilization of the electroly 
sis portion of the electroSurgical reactions to induce antimi 
crobial effects and host healing responses for various treat 
ment procedures and goals unrelated to cutting, ablation, 
coagulation, vaporization, and the like. Since, however, as 
discussed above, tissue electrolysis induces tissue changes 
that induce necrosis and other problematic physiochemical 
collateral tissue effects that would not be helpful for methods 
and devices designed to induce antimicrobial and host 
healing responses, other methods and devices are necessary 
to achieve these treatment goals. The methods and devices 
disclosed herein center around utilizing interfacing media 
and/or materials that are applied to tissue in Vivo before, 
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after, or concurrently with the application of electromagnetic 
energy Such as radio frequency energy to the interfacing 
media and/or materials to induce electrolysis within the 
interfacing media and/or materials, thus activating the inter 
facing media or material. The electrolysis induced within the 
interfacing media and/or materials consequently induces 
characteristic products of the electrolysis reaction at both the 
anode and the cathode. Other characteristic products can be 
formed based upon the other elements that attend the elec 
trolysis reaction (i.e. NaCl). These products are now utilized 
in electroSurgical procedures to novel ends to achieve the 
interrelated treatment benefits of (1) antimicrobial effects, 
(2) enhancement of host healing responses, (3) local non 
detrimental heat generation, and (4) oxygenation of treated 
tissue. It now becomes clear to those skilled in the art that 
any interfacing media or material that retains a water base 
capable of electrolysis via the application of electromagnetic 
energy, and particularly radio frequency energy, can be used 
to create media or materials that can Serve as the effecter of 
the electroSurgical electrolysis process that is translated to 
tissue either in vitro or in vivo. Further, the interfacing 
media or material is preferably acellular to avoid Sequelae of 
“tissue electrolysis”; and, therefore no untoward effects of 
electroSurgical electrolysis occur within the interfacing 
media or material which may be problematic for cellular 
Viability. However, a layered, composite, or hybrid interfac 
ing material (the treatment composite) is one Such embodi 
ment in which the activation component consists of an 
acellular water-based Substance that can be activated by 
electromagnetic energy application to induce electrolysis, 
which effects are then transferred to the other components 
which themselves may retain cellular structures required for 
certain treatment applications. Further, it is anticipated that 
the interfacing media or material may be impregnated with 
Such other elements that may be deemed important for the 
particular treatment protocol and which may be activated or 
delivered to the treatment site by the methods and devices 
disclosed herein. Further, it is anticipated that the interfacing 
media or material will be activated either within treatment 
devices themselves or within other biocompatible chambers 
designed for Specific treatment protocols. These chambers 
may themselves be therapeutic and part of the treatment 
composite, complementing the methods and devices dis 
closed herein. Further, instrumentation devices are disclosed 
that focus upon the efficient induction of electroSurgical 
electrolysis relative to the Specific interfacing media or 
materials that also do not allow either tissue electrolysis or 
the ignition of the products of electrolysis to oxy-hydro 
combustion that would not be desired in Such treatment 
applications. It is further contemplated that Such devices as 
disclosed herein are to be used with those methods and 
devices as disclosed in Patent Cooperation Treaty Applica 
tion Serial No. PCT/US03/18116, entitled Methods and 
Devices for ElectroSurgery, filed on Jun. 6, 2003, whereby 
these goals can be more accurately assured. In these appli 
cations, the working electrode(s) of the electroSurgical 
device does not contact the tissue to be treated, representing 
a new and novel treatment approach for electroSurgery 
methods and devices. 

0079 The following calculations illustrate that a 
"plasma does not contribute Significantly to the overall 
clinical effect of electroSurgery. The energy current needed 
to vaporize water and then Sufficiently ionize the remaining 
molecules into a plasma is beyond the energy input of the 
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electroSurgical System. Further, the electroSurgical System 
exhibits impedance rather than conductivity within the 
effecter area. 

0080. The phenomenon of electrolysis and oxy-hydro 
combustion provides a more accurate alternative to the 
plasma paradigm. It is generally accepted that an electro 
Surgical probe System must create a “vapor pocket' imme 
diately about the active electrode Surface in order for any 
plasma-like activity to become evident. AS an example, this 
requires the complete vaporization of a 0.9% by weight 
Solution of Sodium-chloride in deionized water. Any Such 
dilute Solution will result in a boiling point elevation and 
require additional energy input to reach the Saturated vapor 
State. The typical boiling point elevations for Such Solutions 
range from 1%-5% and can be considered negligible for the 
purposes of this exercise (i.e. a saline Solution will not boil 
at exactly 100° C., but rather on the order of 101° C. to 102 
C. depending on the Specific ambient pressure conditions of 
the fluid field). If we assume that water makes up the bulk 
of the components in question and look to the thermody 
namic requirements to boil water on a per-pound-mass basis, 
it is known that: 

BTU 
m. Cpl.0 AT = 1150.4 = Quy 

0081. When converted to Watts on a per second basis: 

QLHy = 1213.7kW LHW F Lib 
i 

0082 If we consider that the amount of fluid immediately 
Surrounding the electrode tip is on the order of one-hun 
dredth of a fluid ounce (0.01 oz.), then the energy of 
Vaporization converted to a per-Second basis is: 

Quy = 790ool, o, 

0.083. From this simple thermodynamic analysis, it is 
evident that given generic electroSurgical console output on 
the order of 180-260 W/sec, a large portion of the energy 
present is required to initiate vaporization at Standard tem 
perature and pressure (STP) conditions. This approximates 3 
Seconds of full power input to create an adequate vapor 
pocket for any "plasma’ to begin forming. Furthermore, 
additional energy input beyond the latent heat of vaporiza 
tion (LHV) is required to perform additional molecular 
excitations that would result in the Stripping of electrons 
from the constituent atoms within the gaseous Solution. It 
appears that a disproportionate amount of energy would be 
required to maintain the basic continual vaporization of 
water as it is continually refreshed in the Surgical environ 
ment, i.e. not in a fixed pressure vessel, let alone perform 
higher energy dissociations of constituent Sodium atoms. 

0084. In an alternative analysis, it is noted that plasma 
States of matter, as highly ionized gas conditions, are known 
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to be excellent electrical and thermal conductors due to the 
rapid Brownian motion of the constituent atomic particles 
and freely available electrons for conduction of current. This 
Suggests Some specific behavioral characteristics which can 
be illustrated simply. 
0085) Given that the ionization energies of typical atomic 
elements can be expressed as: 

0.086 and given that this value is known for sodium (D. 
W. Oxtoby, N. H. Nachtrieb. Principles of Modern Chem 
istry. Saunders College Publishing, N.Y., N.Y. 1986; pp. 
438-439): 

E=496 kJ/mol; Else kJ/mol 

0087 and given that these values can be converted to 
Watts: 

495,720 Yi 
Mol 

0088. Then given a 0.01 oz. estimate of the total volume 
of the Saline fluid immediately Surrounding the active elec 
trode approximating the basic density of the fluid to be 
equivalent to that of water (a reasonable approximation), the 
mass of fluid can be calculated: 

Lb. 1.0443 x 10 ft -624 = 6.48x10 Lb. 

0089. At the standard solution content of 0.9% by weight 
NaCl: 

6.48x10 Lb.x0.009–5.8x10 Lb. (NaCl) 
0090 Converting value to grams yields: 

2.6x10 gr(NaCl) 

0091) Given the molecular weight of NaCl, 58.44 gr/mol, 
it is clear that only a fraction of a mole of the Sodium 
chloride is present: 

4.44x10=Yeaction 

0092. By corollary, a similar order of magnitude fraction 
exists for sodium alone. Thus, it can be estimated that a 10 
molar proportion of Sodium is present at the electrode tip and 
would require additional ionization energy IE on a per 
Second basis as follows: 

k 
496 . . . 1 x 10 Mol(Na) = 4.95. Watts Mol 

0093. This energy is in addition to that required to 
maintain continual vaporization of the Saline fluid. Thus, the 
total minimum energy required to maintain any plasma-like 
activity immediately about the electrode tip can be described 
as the sum of E and LHV. Mathematically, on a per-second 
0.01 oz. basis: 
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0094. This result remains in discord with the fact that 
most common electroSurgical consoles are only capable of 
emitting 250 Watts of electrical energy. More than triple 
Such energy is required to Satisfy the thermodynamics of 
plasma creation. 
0.095 The electrical conduction characteristics of all 
plasmas are fairly well known and are most plainly called 
conductors. Plasmas do not exhibit high impedance charac 
teristics that are common to Simple gas Volumes. Because 
they are highly ionized, there are Sufficient free electrons to 
easily conduct current and as Such do not provide significant 
impedance to current flow. The response curve of a typical 
electroSurgical probe from a power versus impedance Stand 
point is significantly different from typical plasma behavior. 
In the fluid state prior to “vapor pocket” formation, electrical 
conduction dominates the mode of transmission and imped 
ance slowly rises with the temperature of the fluid. When 
Vaporization results in nucleate boiling, the impedance 
begins a sharp rise and immediately "spikes' when full film 
boiling is initiated, i.e. the “vapor pocket.” A generic char 
acteristic curve for a plasma’s impedance profile once 
established, and a characteristic curve for the impedance 
Versus power of a typical immersed electroSurgical probe, 
are included in Patent Cooperation Treaty Application Serial 
No. PCT/US03118116, entitled Methods and Devices for 
ElectroSurgery, filed on Jun. 6, 2003. 

0096. It is evident that plasma would not behave electri 
cally as does operation of an electroSurgical probe, because 
plasma would be an ideal conductor and show net reduced 
impedance to current flow once plasma was established. 
This is clearly not the case in the manifestation of a typical 
electroSurgical probe. 

0097. For the purposes of further analysis, the thermo 
chemical approximations of water rather than a 0.9% NaCl 
aqueous Solution can be utilized, again underestimating 
energy requirements, on the assumption that the initial State 
of the water starts out at approximately 25 C. and must 
result in full film boiling, approximately 100 C., to sustain 
the “vapor pocket' required for a “plasma.” If the volume of 
water that is to be affected equals 0.3 cm, then to initiate full 
film boiling: 

CPH2O := . (75 K). O.3 Qsy MWH2. ( ) 9. 

0098. Such that: 
Qs=94.073 J 

0099. This is the energy input required to achieve the 
Saturated liquid State. Insufficient energy exists to fully 
Vaporize water; for that an additional energy input is 
required, the energy of vaporization or LHV. Therefore, 
further input of the following amount of energy is required 
(Lide D R, Ed. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 
CRC Press, 83rd edition, 2002): 

Btu J b 
Othy := 1150.4 -- . 1055.5 - 1 . MW 

b Btu 453.6 g. H2O 
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01.00) Such that: 

J Qury = 4.821 x 10' - 
mol 

0101 Thus, the total energy required to maintain a satu 
rated “vapor pocket' would require a total energy input of: 

9. 

MWHO 

0102) Such that: 

Qirut = 897. 146 J 

0103) If it is assumed that it is actually plasma that is the 
driving force that will generate the 897.14 J required to 
Vaporize the water, it is easy to evaluate the "plasma current 
that is required to achieve this profile. The energy input 
would be required to produce EV particles in at least the 
quantity of the LHV and actually requires additional energy 
beyond this as the water is consuming it in a change of State 
process. Thus, using the LHV as a benchmark for the energy 
input, as it is the absolute minimum requirement for a 
plasma, it then follows that the actual number of elementary 
charged particles required to vaporize the 0.3 g Sample of 
water is: 

Qinput 
eV = 5.6 x 10' particle 

0104 using the average energy/particle=1 KeV, which is 
based upon the average electric field to which all the 
particles would be Subject. This value is equivalent to the 
field produced by a typical electroSurgical generator at full 
power where Vpk-pk-1 kV or 1 keV. To properly account 
for the aggregate charge of the particles, the total number of 
particles is divided by 1,000, thus yielding: 

Qinput 
eV. 1000 

= 5.6x 10' particle 

0105 1 keV particles at the ambient electric field strength 
produced by a typical electroSurgical generator, which is a 
fraction of a coulomb as follows: 

01.06 or: 

Qinput 
eV. 1000. ParticlesperCoulomb 0.897 C 

Qinput = 0.897S A 
eV. 1000. ParticlesperCoulomb 
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0107 This value can be classified on a per second basis 
as 0.9 Amp of "Arc-Current” (an extremely high current 
flow for an arc). It is clear that with approximately 90% of 
a Coulomb of charged particles there is ample availability 
for conducting electricity. In fact, at Such a high concentra 
tion of charged particles the net resistance of any such 
Volume would be extremely low. This finding conflicts with 
the behavior of the typical electrosurgical probe which 
exhibits a “capacitor” like behavior at the point of "plasma 
like” transition. Such behavior should not be present with 
nearly a Coulomb of particles to conduct current. The net 
resistance of the System should drop at the point of plasma 
formation to near zero. 

0108) Antimicrobial effects are induced by this process. 
Electrolyzed strong acid water (also referred to as acidic 
Oxidative potential water, function water, or acqua oxidation 
Water) has been recently developed in Japan. It is a strong 
acid formed on the anode in the electrolysis of water 
containing Small amounts of NaCl. Its properties generally 
include a pH between 2.3 and 2.7, an oxidative-reduction 
potential between 1,000 and 1,100 mV, dissolved chlorine 
between 30 and 40 ppm, and dissolved oxygen between 10 
and 30 ppm. These properties exert strong antimicrobial 
effects. 

0109) For example, the bactericidal activity of electro 
lyZed Strong acid water containing free chlorine has been 
recently reviewed. Kiura H et al., Bactericidal activity of 
electrolyzed acid water from Solution containing sodium 
chloride at low concentration, in comparison with that at 
high concentration. J Microbiol Methods May 49(3):285 
293, 2002. The use of such electrolyzed strong acid water 
has been limited to that of a disinfectant for the treatment of 
medical instruments as its properties are too corrosive for 
tissue application. Newer configurations have been devel 
oped that utilize a less strong acid component for similar 
applications that are less damaging to medical instruments 
themselves. The bactericidal mechanism of action has been 
described as including disruption of the bacterium's outer 
membrane and inactivation of cytoplasmic enzymes. 
0110 Electrolyzed acid water has also been demonstrated 
to exert disinfection potential against virus such as hepatitis 
B and human immunodeficiency virus. Morita et a. Disin 
fection potential of electrolyzed Solutions containing sodium 
chloride at low concentrations. J Virol Methods 2000 March 
85(1-2):163-174. Electrolysis of 0.05% NaCl in tap water 
for 45 minutes at room temperature by a 3 A current 
generated an oxidation-reduction potential of 1053 mV, a pH 
of 2.34, and a free chlorine content of 4.20 ppm that was 
effective in modifying antigenicity and infectivity in both a 
time and concentration dependant manner. Electrolyzed acid 
Water has been used as a disinfectant for other such patho 
gens such HCV, CMV, and fungi in a similar fashion. 
0111) The transition to the use of electrolyzed acid water 
in Vivo upon tissue has been difficult due to the agent's 
corrosive properties, namely those which induce microbi 
cidal activity. Therefore, other configurations have been 
developed. For example, lavage of infected tissues several 
times a day for multiple days has been successful in some 
instances. Inoue et al. Trial of electrolyzed strong acid 
aqueous Solution lavage in the treatment of peritonitis and 
intraperitoneal abscess. Artif Organs 1997 January 21(1):28 
31; Sekiya Set al. Treatment of infectious skin defects or 
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ulcers with electrolyzed strong acid aqueous solution. Artif 
Organs 1997 January 21(1):3-38. Direct irrigation of the 
porcine pancreas for Xenotransplantation has prevented bac 
terial contamination of the organ; however, direct irrigation 
of pancreatic islet cells themselves decreases cellular viabil 
ity and function. Miyamoto et al. Effectiveness of acidic 
Oxidative potential water in preventing bacterial infection in 
islet transplantations. Cell Transplant 1999 July-August 
8(4):404-411. These reports indicate difficulty in applying 
electrolyzed acid water to tissue in vivo for the purposes of 
its antimicrobial effects when cell viability is important. 

0112) The induction of interfacing media or material 
electrolysis via the methods and devices disclosed herein 
allow the use of these antimicrobial properties. 
0113) Enhancements of host healing responses are 
induced by this process. Electrolyzed water accelerates the 
healing of full-thickness cutaneous wounds. Yahagi et al. 
Effect of electrolyzed water on wound healing. Artif Organs 
2000 December 24,12:984-987. Such healing augmenting 
properties have been determined to not be due to the 
antimicrobial properties of the electrolyzed water, but rather 
to be due to induction of cell migration and proliferation, 
like fibroblasts, by the reactive oxygen species present in the 
Solution. Operative sites and other wounds typically heal by 
a defined Series of mechanisms, orchestrated by cells at a 
number of levels. The function of such cells is ubiquitous in 
living organisms; and, Such cells include types such as 
connective tissue stem cells, phagocytic cells (histiocytes), 
protein Secreting cells (fibrocytes), and contractile cells 
(myofibroblasts). These cells are responsible for healing 
responses and homeostasis in all tissue types like bone, 
cartilage, ligament, tendon, connective tissue, and the like. 
The stimulation or chemotaxis of cells to produce products 
of transcription that participate in the healing response is 
their predominant orchestrating. Collagens (i.e. types I, III, 
V, VI, IX), fibronectins, glycoproteins, glycosaminoglycans, 
proteoglycans, collagenases, proteoglycanases, plasmino 
gen activators, interleukin-1, interlukin-6, granulocyte 
colony-stimulating factors, granulocyte macrophage-colony 
Stimulating factors, transforming alpha and beta growth 
factors, and tissue inhibitor of metalloprotinases are just 
Some of the products that assist in the healing response 
orchestrated by these cells. Further, these cells can regulate 
immunoglobulin Synthesis, B cell growth, and bone marrow 
release of leukocytes. Stimulants to such cell function and 
migration to an injury or treatment site include mechanical 
loading like stretch and pressure and from immunologic 
influences such as platelet derived growth factors, lympho 
cyte derived chemotactic factor for fibroblasts, hydroxypro 
line containing peptides, tropoelastin peptides, TGF-?3, and 
leukotriene B, acid and basic fibroblast growth factors, 
reactive oxygen species as induced by electrosurgical elec 
trolysis, and the like. It is via the effects of electrolysis, 
namely low level oxygen free radical production, that such 
cellular induction occurs initiating this cascade. Further, 
tumor necrosis factor production and the activity of natural 
killer cells increase in a similar fashion. Fesenko E E et al. 
Immunomodulating properties of bidistilled modified water. 
Biofizika 2001 March-April 46(2):353-358). 
0114) The induction of interfacing media or material 
electrolysis via the methods and devices disclosed herein 
allow the use of these cell Stimulating properties. 
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0115 Local non-detrimental heat production is induced 
by this process. Aqueous media or materials when Subjected 
to electrolysis generate a low level of heat. This heat is 
produced both convectively and conductively during the 
process with the electroSurgical methods and devices dis 
closed herein. Normal tissue healing responses are attendant 
by a slight increase in local temperature. This increase of 
temperature mobilizes the healing response at many levels 
Such as the host inflammatory response, changing Sensitivity 
of local enzymatic processes, availability of elements Such 
as Zinc aiding leukocyte function, inducing increased blood 
flow and perfusion, and transcription induction of the heat 
stimulated DNA sequences. Further, the contractile nature of 
wound healing is related to increased heat at the healing site, 
aiding the non-contractile elements (as opposed to those 
based upon active elements like myosin or actin) Such as 
collagen fibrils to contract or shrink. Such heat also Sup 
presses bacterial multiplication, allowing phagocytic cells 
greater opportunity to remove the microbes. By Slightly 
increasing the locale temperature by the energy attendant to 
the electrolysis process as disclosed herein, the benefits of 
Systemic fever are mimicked locally. These findings provide 
a rationale for additional methods and devices that utilize the 
electrolysis reaction as the effecter in treatment protocols. 

0116. The induction of interfacing media or material 
electrolysis via the methods and devices disclosed herein 
allow the use of this low level heat production. 

0117 Oxygenation of the treated tissue is induced by this 
proceSS. Hyperbaric oxygen treatment is a well known 
method of aiding tissue healing. Hyperbaric oxygen func 
tions via the elevation of the oxygen partial pressure at a 
tissue site. See, for example, Senior C. Treatment of diabetic 
foot ulcers with hyperbaric oxygen. J Wound Care 2000 
April 9(4):193-197. One mechanism of this function is via 
cell Stimulation. For example, fibroblasts Synthesize and 
modify collagen as part of the wound healing cascade. For 
Such cellular activity, high partial pressures of oxygen are 
required above that which is normally present in the homeo 
Static state (when healing responses are not required). The 
elevation of oxygen partial preSSure around a cell induces 
Such cellular activity. Another mechanism by which increas 
ing partial pressure of oxygen can aid tissue healing is by 
vasodilatation and vascular proliferation. Increasing oxygen 
partial pressures at the healing treatment Site also exerts an 
antimicrobial effect upon anaerobic organisms. 

0118. The induction of interfacing media or material 
electrolysis via the methods and devices disclosed herein 
allow the use of increased local oxygen partial preSSure. 

0119) The devices and methods disclosed herein are 
designed (1) to decrease the incidence of operative site 
and/or wound infection by providing antimicrobial activity 
and/or augmenting treatment of infected operative Sites 
when necessary, (2) to induce healing responses or thera 
peutic at the treatment site orchestrated by the Stimulation of 
resident cellular function, (3) to induce healing responses or 
therapeutic benefits at the treatment Site via local non 
detrimental heat production, and/or (4) to induce healing 
responses or therapeutic benefits at the treatment Site via 
oxygenation of the treated tissue and Site. Other beneficial 
effects of the electrolysis reaction will become evident to 
those skilled in the art when applied via the methods or 
devices disclosed herein. The methods and devices utilize 
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electromagnetic energy, and preferably radio frequency 
energy, to induce electrolysis of a water-based media or 
material that is applied to a treatment site either in Vitro or 
in vivo. Such methods and devices allow utilization of 
electroSurgical procedures that induce antimicrobial and 
host healing responses as well as therapeutic benefits by 
creation of interfacing media and materials which are acti 
Vated by electromagnetic energy, and preferably radio fre 
quency energy, inducing electroSurgical electrolysis and 
which thereafter translate these effects to the tissue to which 
they are in contact. In this manner, the working electrode(s) 
of the electroSurgical devices themselves does not directly 
contact the tissue to be treated, a distinction from the prior 
art, eliminating the induction of tissue electrolysis that 
causes necrosis and has been problematic for prior art 
electroSurgical procedures in treatments other than cutting, 
ablation, coagulation, vaporization, and the like. The inter 
facing media or material becomes a treatment vehicle which 
is activated by the application of electromagnetic energy 
Such as radio frequency energy. Further, the interfacing 
media or material can be impregnated with any other mate 
rial that is deemed appropriate for the particular treatment 
goals that itself can be activated via electroSurgical energy 
transfer. Further, the treatment chamber that contains the 
electroSurgical electrolysis itself can be configured in Such a 
manner to augment therapeutic protocols. For instance, it is 
anticipated that the interfacing media or material will be 
activated either within treatment devices themselves or 
within other biocompatible chambers designed for Specific 
treatment protocols and that these chambers may themselves 
be therapeutic and part of an electroSurgical tissue treatment 
composite. 
0120 FIG. 2A illustrates a non-tissue contacting elec 
trode electroSurgical probe apparatus wherein the use of 
flexible printed electrode trumpet cup 80 on which is dis 
posed electrode traces 200, 210, and 220 that conduct 
electromagnetic energy. The trumpet cup is retractable via 
means provided in hand-piece 130 wherein is disposed 
movable Switch 140 that is translatable in proximal and 
distal directions as shown by arrow 150. When movable 
Switch 140 is translated, the force of motion is transmitted 
to actuator/lumen coupler 160 which translates forward 
force to shape memory extension push-wires 70. Simulta 
neously coupled at actuator lumen/coupler 160 is flexible 
injection lumen 120 which translates in tandem with flexible 
transparent polymer trumpet cup electrode 80. When acting 
in concert, the combination of elements 70, 160, 80, 200, 
210, and 220 form a non-tissue contact electrode chamber 
when applied with minimal force to a tissue structure. 
ElectroSurgical electrolysis, and optionally oxy-hydro com 
bustion, is initiated by activating Switch 190. Additional 
fluids of various types can be injected into the interface 
chamber via flexible injection tubing 180 and injection 
adapter 170. As will become apparent to those skilled in the 
art, the ability to monitor the relevant parameters of elec 
troSurgery as described in Patent Cooperation Treaty Appli 
cation Serial No. PCT/US03/18116, entitled Methods and 
Devices for Electrosurgery, filed on Jun. 6, 2003, may be 
utilized to monitor and control the process that occurs within 
this chamber. 

0121 FIG. 2B illustrates the interior of transparent poly 
mer trumpet cup electrode 80 wherein disposed is diverging 
active electrode trace pattern 220 that conducts electromag 
netic energy in opposing Semi-circular manner to provide 
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total chamber electrification away from the tissue to be 
treated, thereby avoiding tissue electrolysis. Electromag 
netic energy is Supplied via an electroSurgical generator and 
conducted to Switch 190 which closes upon activation to 
energize active and return conductors 100 and 110. The 
conductors in turn run the length of malleable Support lumen 
90 and Supply traces 200 and 210 with electromagnetic 
energy that provides means for the opposing Semi-circular 
electrode patterns 220 to provide trumpet Space electrifica 
tion. The use of the electrified trumpet chamber provides a 
controllable means by which its content can be altered to 
treat tissue or to provide further means for infiltrating or 
bathing tissue and cells with therapeutic components via 
flexible injection tubing 180 adjacent to such treated tissue. 
0.122 FIG. 3 illustrates a non-tissue contacting washing 
electroSurgical probe apparatus wherein disposed is a ther 
mal gradient flow delivery System. Intermediary fluid enters 
the probe via inlet portals 300 which can be regulated by 
altering the croSS-Sectional area available for fluid ingreSS 
via translating inlet portal flow regulator 310. In the static 
State just prior to activation the entire internal volume of the 
probe exists in the wetted condition. AS electromagnetic 
energy is delivered to active electrode 250, ordinary propa 
gation heating effects alter the temperature of the fluid 
immediately proximal to perforated active electrode Shield 
230. As the temperature of the active electrode 250 contin 
ues to rise with increasing energy input So does the Sur 
rounding fluid. Because the fluid external to the perforated 
active electrode shield 230 exists at the free Stream tem 
perature (i.e. 50 F. to 70°F), a convective thermal gradient 
is established. The thermal gradient drives the hotter fluid 
inside the active electrode/perforated active electrode Shield 
chamber through individual perforations 240, thereby accel 
erating and helping to laminar the flow. Active electrode 250 
is externally insulated by an external insulator sheath 260 
which prevents the flow of current between active electrode 
250 and return electrode 270 in tandem with internal insu 
lation sheath 320 which runs the entire internal length of 
lumen. Active electrode 250 is stabilized by active electrode 
vane supports 290 to prevent electrolysis convection or 
oxy-hydro combustion cavitation forces from bending the 
electrode 250 into contact with internal wall sections. Fluid 
transport is further enhanced by accelerating Venturi Section 
280 that induces a velocity/momentum increase to the fluid 
as part of the conservation of mass flow. The driving force 
behind this is the thermal gradient created by active elec 
trode 250 firing and flowing fluid out through perforated 
active electrode shield chamber 230. What will become 
apparent to those skilled in the art is the ability to provide 
localized non-tissue-contacting electroSurgical washing of 
tissue Structures without the need to couple a lumen Section 
to a preSSurized fluid feed System. By utilizing naturally 
occurring thermal gradients and convective flow forces, a 
directed fluid flow is created that can be imparted upon 
tissue structures within the human body to reap the thera 
peutic benefits of Said flow components. AS will become 
apparent to those skilled in the art, the ability to monitor the 
relevant parameters of electroSurgery as described in Patent 
Cooperation Treaty Application Serial No. PCT/US03/ 
18116, entitled Methods and Devices for ElectroSurgery, 
filed on Jun. 6, 2003, may be utilized to monitor and control 
this process. 
0123 FIG. 2A, FIG. 2B, and FIG. 3 describe instru 
mentation embodiments that can be used with various inter 
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facing media or materials by way of creating a chamber for 
the electroSurgical electrolysis proceSS whereby the working 
electrode(s) does not contact the tissue to be treated but the 
interfacing media or material does. Most notably, configu 
rations of various interfacing media and materials. Such as 
liquids like endoscopy or tissue irrigants or other configu 
rations like hydrogels, waxes, biopolymers, and the like can 
be applied, wherein Such interfacing materials are placed 
within the chamber or body of the devices discussed above 
and then deployed via the effects of the electroSurgical 
methods disclosed herein. Further, Patent Cooperation 
Treaty Application Serial No. PCT/US03/18116, entitled 
Methods and Devices for ElectroSurgery, filed on Jun. 6, 
2003, provides further methods and examples of such ele 
ments, and is incorporated herein. 
0.124. As a further clarification of the scope of the elec 
troSurgical application of this disclosure, FIG. 4, FIG. 5A, 
FIG. 5B, FIG. 10, and FIG. 11 illustrate methods and 
devices as applied to tissue wound Sites. In these examples, 
the interfacing media or materials themselves do not require 
Significant Structural rigidity or mechanical Strength in order 
to be effective for treatment goals and can be applied in a 
less defined or less rigid chamber Setting. 
0.125 FIG. 4 illustrates the use of a hydrogel 340 as an 
interfacing material within a wound site 350. Hydrogel 340 
is comprised of hydrophilic polymer that is water Soluble in 
a large range of temperatures and pH. Some Such polymers 
are derived from natural Sources known in the art Such as 
agar, gelatin, carboxymethylcellulose, hyaluronan, alginic 
acid, and many others. Upon injection from Syringe 330 into 
the wound site 350 the hydrogel may be activated with an 
electroSurgical probe configuration as disclosed herein to 
perform electrolysis of the hydrogel as an interfacing media 
or material. 

0126 FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B illustrates the use of a 
photo-voltaic wound treatment device 360. Independent 
tines 370 form a part of active and return electrodes that 
penetrate the wound Site Subcutaneously and make physical 
contact with interfacing media or material 340, thereby 
inducing a current flow through the interfacing media or 
material and inducing electrolysis therein. AS the electroly 
sis process progresses within interfacing media or material 
340, its viscosity alters both from chemical makeup alter 
ations as well as localized heating induced by electrolysis, 
contributing to net interfacing media or material propagation 
380 deeper into the wound site. The localized electrolysis of 
the hydrogel as an interfacing media or material induces the 
benefits disclosed herein. Photonic energy 405 impacts 
transparent protective coating 420 and traverses to photo 
voltaic thin film generator 410. The photonic energy thereby 
induces a Voltage in aggregate that is conducted via active 
electrode wire 100 to direct current active electrodes 440 
that may include a single active electrode film Such as a foil 
or film of silver that behaves like an array of independent 
electrodes. Current is conducted through interfacing media 
or material 340 to current return electrode 450 via return 
electrode conductor 110 to load balancing resistor 470 to 
close the current loop at the negative side of photovoltaic 
generator 410. Active and return electrodes are Separated by 
support member 430 comprised from the many varieties of 
insulating polymers that are biocompatible. The entirety of 
the photo-voltaic wound treatment device may be held in 
place by epidermal adhesive coating 460 that adhesively 
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bonds the device to epidermis 400 while simultaneously 
providing wound closure means that is hypoallergenic, Such 
as is familiar to those skilled in the art of Surgical tape 
manufacture. Electrode tines 370 are easily manufactured 
from bioabsorbable Substrates coated with thin-films of 
gelatinized Sodium chloride to provide means for a biocom 
patible, bioabsorbable active and return electrodes. Addi 
tionally Such bioabsorbable tines can also be manufactured 
as frangible elements to allow the easy removal of the 
photo-Voltaic adhesive portion by the patient themselves, 
Similar to that of current band-aid technology commercially 
available over the counter to consumers. 

0127 FIG. 10 and FIG. 11 illustrate the operation of 
electroSurgical electrolysis injection application probe appa 
ratus 645, wherein interfacing media or material 340 is a 
hydrogel including compounds Such as calcium carbonate, 
potassium permanganate, or Sodium carbonate which slowly 
react when Subjected to electroSurgical electrolysis. The 
hydrogel is delivered in the reacting state to wound site 350 
and thereafter transdermally closed 400 via Suturing. Elec 
tromagnetic energy is delivered to the active electrode from 
electroSurgical generator 700 via cable coupler 670 and 
conducted to the near distal probe tip. The active electrode 
is insulated with external insulating sheath 260 to prevent 
current density depletion prior to reaching the desired loca 
tion along the electrode. Active and return electrode(s) 
contacts 680 and 690 provide means to connect conductors 
to the active and return electrode(s) respectively. Active 
electrode 660 is positioned and retained by active electrode 
vane supports 290. Internal return electrode lumen is lined 
with internal insulating sheath 320 to provide means to 
achieve the correct current densities in bi-modal (AC/DC) 
operation to provide active and return electrode specific 
functions. AS Syringe plunger 675 is depressed, the inter 
facing media or material 340 is forced to flow from the 
lumen tip directing flow 580 toward the treatment site in the 
reacting State. The reacting interfacing media or material 
provides a means to deliver the electrolysis products. AS will 
become apparent to those skilled in the art, active and return 
electrodes 660 and 650 are bi-modal (AC or DC) and can be 
easily reversed in polarity in the DC condition to provide the 
benefits of either the anode or cathode products at the 
treatment Site to generate those conditions relevant for the 
procedure at hand. 

0128. In other instances as depicted in FIG. 6 and FIG. 
7, the interfacing material can be placed within a chamber 
that is created at a particular therapeutic Site application 
rather than within the electroSurgical probe chamber itself. 

0129 FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of the methods 
and devices disclosed herein to aid in the treatment of tissue 
to induce therapeutic effects. FIG. 6 illustrates that bone 
tissue can be treated as disclosed in U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 09/885,749, via the use of various interfacing media 
or materials. In this embodiment, interfacing media or 
materials 340, delivered via Syringe 330 or similar device, 
provides means for bone segments 490 to be physically 
welded together as disclosed in Said application by provid 
ing the means to transmit the electroSurgical electrolysis 
process to the Substrate Structures of the bone. The interfac 
ing media or materials are activated with an electroSurgical 
probe configuration as disclosed herein to perform electro 
Surgical electrolysis of the interfacing media or materials 
whereby the prepared bone evacuated intersticies can them 
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Selves Serve as the reaction chamber Similar to that described 
above in FIG. 2A, FIG. 2B, and FIG. 3. The evacuated 
bone interSticies are acellular and provide a biocompatible 
electroSurgical electrolysis chamber. Human femur bone 
500 is treated with interfacing media or materials 340 and 
briefly activated with shape memory retractable electrolysis 
probe apparatus 480 to activate the interfacing media or 
materials without inducing bone tissue or cellular electroly 
sis. As femur bone 500 is welded, compressive load 510 is 
applied to enhance the bone welding procedure and to 
ensure a good union between the respective Segments. The 
electroSurgical probe is then removed from the treatment 
Site. The character of the interfacing media or materials in 
this embodiment may be that of a hydrogel or olefin polymer 
wax preparation as disclosed below, particularly in those 
instances when a more hydrophobic interfacing media or 
material is necessary for ease of application. Olefin poly 
mers can be configured to provide a wax-like consistency to 
Such interfacing media or materials in which electrolysis can 
be achieved. 

0.130 FIG. 7 details biocompatible interfacing media or 
materials impregnated composite providing Scaffolding or a 
chamber means to Support multiple shape configurations. 
Chamber strands 520 are comprised of biocompatible mate 
rials available from an array of formulations and manufac 
turers. By way of example, Such Strands may be constructed 
of various relative concentrations of a porous copolymer of 
polyglycolic acid and polylactic acid (for example, D.L 
lactide-glycide PLGA) or other various co-polymers that 
offer Semi-flexible, porous media which may be impreg 
nated with interfacing media or materials 530. Other 
examples which provide a porous biocompatible Structure of 
various forms that may be impregnated with the interfacing 
media or materials disclosed herein include collagen net 
Works, demineralized bone matrix, calcium phosphate 
cements, ceramics like tricalcium phosphate or hydroxya 
patite, non-collagenous proteins, bioactive glasses, fabri 
cated porous metals like tantalum, and the like, or various 
composites thereof. Biocompatible composite manufacture 
allows that porous formable composites may be used to 
provide an in Situ “shape-to-fit” configuration. The impreg 
nated combination of porous carrier and interfacing media or 
materials 540 provides means to perform multiple tissue 
treatments on both hard and Soft tissue wherein the mechani 
cal properties of an interfacing media or materials as dis 
closed herein alone may be insufficient to provide Stabili 
zation or fixation of itself. This hybrid or composite provides 
the chamber as described above in which the electroSurgical 
electrolysis proceSS occurs. Further, this composite can be 
utilized to deliver various therapeutic agents to the treatment 
Site. For example, in the case of bone tissue, various 
osteoinductive or osteogenic agents (osteogenic protein-1, 
bone morphogenic protein, and the like) can be delivered to 
the treatment Site whereby the interfacing media or materials 
is conformed to the treatment Site and then activated by the 
electroSurgical methods and devices disclosed herein. Fur 
ther yet, the Scaffolding material that forms the electroSur 
gical electrolysis chamber can itself exhibit therapeutic 
properties. 

0131 Further, the ability to deliver additional therapeutic 
agents to the treatment site becomes possible via the acti 
Vation of the electroSurgical electrolysis process. 
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0132 FIG. 8 illustrates the operation of flexible retract 
able transparent polymer trumpet cup electroSurgical probe 
apparatus 480 with the use of the above embodiment. 
Flexible retractable transparent polymer trumpet cup elec 
troSurgical probe 480 is extended to provide the largest 
trumpet eXposed electrode area possible. Biocompatible 
interfacing media or materials 540 are applied to chondral 
defect 550 and held in place by compaction with the 
un-activated extended trumpet cup electrode of probe 480. 
Probe 480 is then centered over interfacing media or mate 
rials 540 (or alternatively delivered by the trumpet chamber 
itself and compressed against the Surface of the chondral 
area, capturing a Volumetric portion of intermediary fluid 
agent 560 for use in the electrolysis activation process. 
Additionally, probe 480 may be temporarily removed to 
flush trumpet cup treatment Volume repositioned against the 
desired treatment area and injected with additional thera 
peutic agents that can take advantage of the altered cellular 
permeability created by the products of electroSurgical elec 
trolysis. These agents may also be delivered via the trumpet 
chamber itself or alternatively via the methods disclosed in 
Patent Cooperation Treaty Application Serial No. PCT/ 
US03/18116, entitled Methods and Devices for ElectroSur 
gery, filed on Jun. 6, 2003. Cycling the method in this way 
provides means to improve cellular uptake of therapeutic 
agents over a macro area on the micro-Scale as discussed in 
FIG 9. 

0133 FIG. 9 provides additional detail of the environ 
ment created within trumpet cup 80 volumetric treatment 
areas. Means are provided via flexible injection lumen 120 
outlets to direct the flow of therapeutic agents into the 
volumetric space. Flow 580 of therapeutic agents is directed 
at cellular based tissue Structures interacting with cell mem 
brane 585 or other tissue matrix components. As the prod 
ucts of electrolysis System disclosed Suffuse the cellular 
Structures, acid-base shifts which govern permeability regu 
lating pathways 590 across the cell membrane are altered, 
thereby increasing permeability to intracellular cytoplasm 
640. Increased permeability at pathway 590 can be used to 
infiltrate the cell with therapeutic agents that provide nutri 
ents to cells, increase cell viability, regulate mitochondrial 
630 activities and the like. Additionally, treating the tissue 
cellular structures with a therapeutic agent that first activates 
DNA specific transport channel 600, as in an mRNA trans 
port channel infiltration of cell nucleus 620, can be achieved. 
The nucleic impregnation is accomplished via flushing 
motion 570 and Sequential injection of channel activating 
compounds to trigger preparation of the cell membrane for 
the reception of the desired cell Structure specific therapeutic 
agent. AS the trumpet-cup volume remains Static for the 
treatment cycle, the external free Stream conditions may 
vary significantly with little impact to the controllability of 
the trumpet-cup volumetric environment. Thus, agents with 
mild toxicity may now be considered as those skilled in the 
art will recognize that Such mildly toxic agents may both be 
applied, allowed to interact with Said cellular tissue struc 
tures, and Subsequently during retraction be evacuated via 
flexible injection lumen 120 to minimize free stream con 
tamination with Such mildly toxic agents. Such agents must 
be of the type with low acute systemic toxicity and suffi 
ciently low allergenic response as to be flushed from the 
Surgical Space quickly and Sufficiently enough to prevent 
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negative host response. Similar effects can be obtained with, 
for example, cellular oxygen radical healing response trigger 
pathway 605. 

0134) The configuration of the methods and devices 
disclosed herein creates an electroSurgical electrolysis-acti 
Vated treatment composite. The treatment composite is a 
combination of (1) the electroSurgical electrolysis interfac 
ing media or material, (2) the biocompatible Scaffolding or 
chamber creation materials, which may themselves be thera 
peutic, and within which the interfacing media or material 
functions, and (3) the other bioactive elements either within 
the interfacing media or material or within the biocompat 
ible Scaffolding or chamber that aid in Specific therapeutic 
and treatment goals. 

0135) In other instances, a more rigid deployment of the 
interfacing material is preferred in an environment with 
varying levels of confinement or chamber configuration. 
0136 FIG. 10 depicts hydrogel interfacing material 340 
applied to open wound closure site 350 by means of elec 
trolysis injection application probe 645 which also includes 
electroSurgical console power Supply input 670 powered by 
multi-modal (AC/DC) electroSurgical console 700. In 
another embodiment as in FIG. 11, Syringe plunger 675 is 
disposed within a cylinder, for dispensing an electrolytic 
interfacing material in the direction of interfacing agent 
pressure flow 580. ElectroSurgical console power supply 
input 670 includes active electrode contact 680 and return 
electrode contact 690, with input 670 connected to a power 
Supply. Also disclosed is a Second multi-mode (AC or DC) 
active electrode 660 and multi-mode (AC or DC) return 
electrode 650, with the active electrode 660 disposed in or 
on insulator sheath 260 and stabilized by means of active 
electrode vane support 290, all within insulation sheath 320. 

0137 FIG. 12 is another embodiment of the methods and 
devices disclosed herein whereby an implantable device is 
utilized to provide both the means to induce electroSurgical 
electrolysis and the composite as disclosed above. Percuta 
neous bone pins and fixation devices are utilized wherein 
percutaneous bone fixation pin 710 is coated with a polymer 
impregnated with interfacing media or material 720. Bone 
fixation pin 710 is electrified by electroSurgical console 700 
and connected via plug-in adapter 680. Interfacing media or 
material impregnated polymer 720 is disposed on Soft tissue 
traverse section 390 and muscle section 750 of the bone 
fixation pin. Proximal to screw fixation point 740, being 
disposed integrally to shaft Section of bone fixation pin, is 
bone insulating divider 730 a means of preventing tissue 
electrolysis within the screw fixation bone tissue at the distal 
portion of the bone fixation pin. Upon activation of the 
electrified section of bone fixation pin 710 interfacing media 
or material impregnated polymer 720 exudes liberated prod 
ucts of electroSurgical electrolysis to the Soft tissue. This 
action works against environmental assault via healing 
wounds at bone fixation pin protrusion points of epidermis 
390. While bone fixation pin 710 acts as the active electrode 
(the return electrode is not shown and is connected remotely 
as in the mono-polar electroSurgical approach) and conducts 
electromagnetic energy to the return electrode at Sufficiently 
low current density levels as to prevent tissue electrolysis 
and Subsequent necrosis. Other configurations will become 
apparent Such as use of a Screw or anchor as the fixation 
device, impregnated as discussed with interfacing media or 
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materials, composites, and other therapeutic agents, and then 
activated by electroSurgical means that are conducted via the 
Screw driver or insertion device for the particular implant 
device. Further, these implantable devices may themselves 
be composed of Such materials or composites as discussed 
above. 

0138 FIG. 13 shows yet another embodiment of the 
invention, an electrolysis probe with both the active and 
return electrode disposed within a cavity. AS shown, lumen 
support member 1500 is connected to distal insulator Sup 
port structure 1450, to which is connected a variable volume 
electrochemical or electrolysis cell spacer 1400. The cell 
spacer 1400 can translate in a proximal and distal direction 
as shown by arrow 1350. Within the cell spacer 1400 are 
disposed return electrodes 1200 and active electrode 1250, 
with acid-base shift density lines 1300 visible on operation. 

0139 FIG. 14A depicts another embodiment, wherein 
DC driven igniter or glow plug 900 is provided. In the use 
of this device, conductively doped polymer electrode 850 
and variable volume electrochemical return electrode and 
cell Spacer 800 produce oxygen and hydrogen by means of 
electrolysis, which gases are optionally ignited by means of 
igniter 900. As shown, distal support insulator may option 
ally support igniter 900. 

0140 FIG. 14B depicts an embodiment wherein internal 
surface conductive coating 1000 on the interior of variable 
volume electrochemical cell spacer and insulator 800 serves 
as the return electrode, connected to a power Supply by 
means of lead 1100. Active electrolysis electrode 1050 is 
Similarly connected to a power Supply by means of electrode 
lead 1100. The cell spacer and insulator 800 is disposed 
within probe lumen element 1150, and is preferably mov 
ably disposed within probe lumen element 1150. 

0141 FIG. 15 depicts an embodiment of an electrosur 
gical probe which provides a means for maintaining the 
optimal spacing of active electrode 1600, disposed distal 
from the primary lumen 1640 which also acts as a return 
electrode. Actuating arm 1631, which in turn is driven by 
electric positioning motor 1630, actuates translatable sheath 
1610. Translatable sheath 1610 thus can extend the insulat 
ing properties of insulator 1650 beyond the end profile or 
position of active electrode 1600, providing means to create 
a variable volume localized chamber when the translatable 
sheath 1610 is extended. In an alternative embodiment, 
translatable sheath 1610 can be mechanically actuated, 
including by means of a thumb control, which may incor 
porate gears or other means of transferring energy, utilized 
by the operator. Thus translatable sheath 1610 may, in one 
embodiment, Simply be frictionally engage with a thumb 
control or other means of movement, may be mechanically 
actuated, or may be electro-mechanically actuated. In one 
embodiment, sensor 1620 provides primary control variable 
feedback to differential controller 1701, optionally as an 
analog input. If the input is analog, it may be output via 
flip-flop A/D conversion to a digital control Signal for use by 
application-specific integrated circuitry logic controller 
1711, Such as an FPGA, MOSFET, or similar intermediate 
digital logic gate controlling array. Flash RAM, and addi 
tional high level input/output governance, is controlled by 
CPU 1721, utilizing software governed database lookup 
techniques, Such as those commonly known in C or C++ 
programming code, to provide dual proportional output via 
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Primary RF Output Controller/Generator 1722; and further 
and optionally also to Electronic Positioning Controller 
1723 for simultaneous balanced positioning of translatable 
sheath 1610 coupled to matched power setting through 
controller 1722, providing the primary controlling input to 
match user Set-points according to primary control variable 
known characteristics correlation to a desired Set point. 
Electrical power may be provided by wires connected to a 
Suitable Source of power, which may be one or more Sources 
of power, Such as a high Voltage Source for operation of the 
active electrode and a lower Voltage Source for operation of 
the circuits provided. In the embodiment of FIG. 15, the 
detector or Sensor employed may be any detector or Sensor 
disclosed in Patent Cooperation Treaty Application Serial 
No. PCT/US03/18116, entitled Methods and Devices for 
ElectroSurgery, filed on Jun. 6, 2003, together with any 
detection circuit, control circuit or related aspects disclosed 
therein. 

0142. In any of the embodiments discussed herein, a 
flexible electrode may be employed. The electrode itself 
may be flexible, and the electrode may further be disposed 
on a flexible substrate. A preferred embodiment is shown in 
FIG. 2A, wherein the electrode assembly may be conical or 
trumpet shaped, So as to conform about and Seal an area of 
tissue to be treated. In one embodiment, the flexible active 
electrode member of the present invention is a molded 
polymer or diplayered polymer configured in a Semi-conical 
Section wherein the distal end forms a horn Section when 
expanded by a plurality of shape-memory wires, such as 
may be manufactured of nickel-titanium alloy, heat formed 
into an arc-shape and distally embedded into the perimeter 
of the polymer horn Section. In order to prevent pressure 
induced tearing of the flexible electrode element, a “ball 
wire” may be used in which a soldered spherical ball is 
distally attached to the shape memory wire. The ball end of 
the wire is then embedded via insert-molding techniqueS or 
dip-layering techniques to position the ball within the mate 
rial of the distal perimeter of the flexible electrode. Such 
wire embedding techniques facilitate linear force transmis 
Sion and thereby distribute the Strain loads of expanding the 
flexible electrode element during the expanding Step, So that 
the flexible electrode member is stretched to its final con 
figuration. 

0143. In another embodiment of the present invention, 
the flexible electrode element expands like a centrally 
expanding fan, with shape-memory alloy wires used in a 
partially conical Section to produce a curved Surface that is 
not Self-closing along its distal perimeter. 

0144. Each of the shape memory wires can be attached to 
a cannulated Support bushing within the probe handle and 
Supported by a track-guided lumen member that provides the 
lateral translation necessary to drive the Support bushing, 
shape memory wires, and flexible electrode member into its 
forward and expanded position. The bushing and lumen 
members can be attached to an actuator and Slide Switch 
disposed on the Surface of the probe handle So that the user 
of the device can selectably position the flexible electrode 
member at various States of expansion, intra-operatively, as 
deemed appropriate by observed disease State and treatment 
requirements. 

0.145) Other flexible electrode materials may be 
employed, Such as metallic conductive paint, a metallic 
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based conductive adhesive, a plasma Vapor deposited metal, 
a chemical vapor deposited metal, a thin-film metallic leaf, 
or a conductively doped Substrate. 
0146 The flexible electrode may be disposed on any of a 
number of Substrates, preferably insulating, including flex 
ible Substrates Such as a Silicone rubber, a polyimide, a 
fluoro-polymer, a polyester, a polyethylene, a polyurethane, 
a poly-vinyl chloride, a co-polymer of the foregoing, a 
tertiary co-polymer of the foregoing or a woven fabric of the 
foregoing. 
0147 The electroSurgical electrolysis chamber can be 
made of any material, including a material that is transparent 
or translucent, thereby permitting the operator to view 
operation of the device. In one embodiment, a bioactive 
glass can be used, and is further utilized as a biocompatible 
Osteoconductive or bioconductive materials. In this manner, 
a three-dimensional porous Structure is utilized to create 
treatment chambers of the electroSurgical electrolysis pro 
cess. The bioactive glass is composed of Silica (approxi 
mately 45%), calcium oxide (approximately 24.5%), diso 
dium oxide (approximately 24.5%), and pyrophosphate 
(approximately 6%). These materials can be implanted, 
bound to collagen or growth factors, fibrin, and other 
materials and polymers and Substances to form a porous 
matrix within which electroSurgical electrolysis can occur. 
The matrix provides Some compressive Strength that is 
useful in various applications and can be fashioned in many 
forms including crushed or Spherical particles, composite 
plates, and fibers. 
0.148. The interfacing media or material may display 
various characteristics that can be centered on the three 
components which create the electroSurgical activated treat 
ment composite: (1) interfacing media or material, (2) 
Scaffolding or chamber creation in which the interfacing 
media or material functions, and (3) other bioactive elements 
that aid in Specific therapeutic and treatment goals. Various 
configurations of this composite are dependant upon treat 
ment application and the need for relative Structural rigidity. 
0149 Liquids: The various engineered irrigants as dis 
closed in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/157,651, 
entitled Biologically Enhanced Irrigants, can Serve as the 
interfacing media. Examples include acqueous Salt Solutions 
Such as NaCl, carbonated water (CO2), hyaluronan prepa 
rations, and the like. An acqueous component is utilized to 
generate the electroSurgical electrolysis reaction. 
0150 Hydrogels: Hydrogels are mainly composed of 
Synthetic polymers or biopolymerS Such as polysaccharides 
with varied Structures and properties. Substance-holding 
capacity, nano-structure, chemical Structure, and permeabil 
ity of the hydrogels can be accurately controlled providing 
numerous options for use of conventional polymer-based 
hydrogels in this invention. Hydrophilic polymers are useful 
for a large number of applications in medicine, agriculture, 
pharmacy, the food industry, cosmetics, construction, and 
the like and are water Soluble at many temperatures and pH. 
Examples of naturally occurring hydrogels include agar, 
gelatin, carboxymethylcellulose, hyaluronan, and alginic 
acid. Natural hydrogel polymerS demonstrate both electro 
lytic properties and biological degradation and thus are very 
useful for the methods and devices disclosed herein. 

0151. Other biodegradable polymers that may be utilized 
include polyesters, polyanhydrides and polyorthoesters 
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which undergo electrolytic chain cleavage, croSS-linked 
polysaccharide hydrogel polymers, and other ionically 
croSS-linked hydrogels. 
0152 Polysaccharides such as calcium alginate or ioni 
cally cross-linked cationic polymerS Such as chitosan, cat 
ionic guar, cationic Starch, and polyethylene amine can be 
utilized as these materials are disintegrated in-vivo upon the 
administration of a chemical trigger material which dis 
places croSS-linking ions. 
0153. Other suitable cross-linkable polymers which may 
be used in the present invention include one or a more of 
polymerS Selected from the group consisting of polyhydroxy 
ethyl methacrylate, polyvinyl alcohol, polyacrylamide, poly 
(N-vinyl pyrrolidone), polyethylene oxide, hydrolysed poly 
acrylonitrile, polyacrylic acid, polymethacrylic acid, poly 
ethylene amine, alginic acid, pectinic acid, carboxy methyl 
cellulose, hyaluronic acid, heparin, heparin Sulfate, chitosan, 
carboxymethyl chitosan, chitin, pullulan, gellan, Xanthan, 
carboxymethyl Starch, carboxymethyl dextran, chondroitin 
Sulfate, cationic guar, cationic Starch as well as Salts and 
esters thereof. Polymers listed above which are not ionically 
croSS-linkable may be used with polymers which are ioni 
cally cross-linkable for certain applications. 
0154) Other preferred polymers include one or more of 
alginic acid, pectinic acid, carboxymethyl cellulose, hyalu 
ronic acid, chitosan, polyvinyl alcohol and Salts and esters 
thereof. Preferred anionic polymers for this application 
include alginic or pectinic acid, and preferred cationic 
polymers include chitosan, cationic guar, cationic Starch and 
polyethylene amine. 
0.155) Other preferred polymers include esters of alginic, 
pectinic or hyaluronic acid and C to C, polyalkylene 
glycols, e.g. propylene glycol, as well as blends containing 
1 to 99 wt % of alginic, pectinic or hyaluronic acid with 99 
to 1 wt % polyacrylic acid, polymethacrylic acid or poly 
vinylalcohol. Other preferred blends include alginic acid and 
polyvinylalcohol combinations. 
0156 Polyacrylonitrile gels contract when acid environ 
ment is applied as that generated by electrolysis of the 
Surrounding media. Such a process only requires 10 V of 
energy and can be useful in many therapeutic applications of 
this invention. 

O157 N-isopropylacrylamide gels demonstrate changing 
Salt concentration like NaCl which in turn changes the gel's 
volume. Such volume shifts as activated by the electrosur 
gical means disclosed herein can alter the gel's Volume for 
certain therapeutic applications. 
0158 Sol-gels can also be used in the invention. Sol-gel 
reactions provide a variety of inorganic networks from 
Silicon or metal alkoxide monomer precursors to create 
materials with desirable properties of hardneSS, optical 
transparency, chemical durability, tailored porosity, and ther 
mal resistance that are formed in various shapes as generated 
in the gel State Such as monoliths, films, fibers, and mono 
sized powderS. Colloidal Suspensions and gelation of the Sol 
forms a network in a liquid phase and react with water. 
Examples include alkoxysilanes, tetramethoxysilane, tetra 
ethoxysilane, aluminates, titanates, and borates. Three reac 
tions are involved in the Sol-gel process, including hydroly 
sis, alcohol condensation, and water condensation. The 
Sol-gel properties are regulated by pH, temperature, reagent 
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concentrations, and catalyst nature, among others which 
regulates the respective reactions. The electroSurgical elec 
trolysis process has been shown to be useful in the hydroly 
sis portion of these reactions as discussed below. 
0159 ElectroSurgical methods and devices can be used as 
activators of the Sol-gel to allow changes in the Sol-gel that 
allow for specific treatments. Since the byproducts of the 
Sol-gel are water and alcohol, the process is biocompatible. 
The electroSurgical electrolysis System disclosed herein can 
be utilized to alter the conductive media to a composition 
conducive for the Sol-gel reactions. For example, varying the 
acid base mileu, the temperature, the presence of hydrogen 
and oxygen gas, and the varying Salt participation in the 
electrolysis process all can impart changes in the electro 
Surgical environment of the Sol-gel. Both the acid- and the 
base-catalyzed mechanism can be used and the proceSS 
allows aggregation. As the Sol-gel particles aggregate or 
inter knit, a gel forms that is utilized during the treatment. 
The network can then shrink with further condensation 
providing fixation of biologic materials. Other esterification 
and depolymerization reactions can be induced thereafter to 
Strengthen the bonds. Such a process is one way in achieving 
bone welding or tissue fixation by way of electroSurgical 
electrolysis. 
0.160) Further, sol-gels may be employed with the bioac 
tive glasses described above to provide a tissue composite. 
TiSSue bonds to bioactive glass due to formation of a Si-gel 
layer on the glass. The Si-rich layer acts as a template for a 
calcium phosphate precipitation which then bonds to the 
bone. The electroSurgical electrolysis reactions can be used 
to facilitate, for example, bone welding. 
0.161 Waxes: Wax preparations in addition to Surgical 
beeswax are very biocompatible and demonstrate properties 
that can create an interfacing media or materials useful for 
many applications when Subjected to the electroSurgical 
electrolysis proceSS disclosed herein. For example, intramo 
lecular anodic olefin coupling reactions with an alkoxy 
Substituent on the allylic carbon of an allylsilane moiety 
have been useful in translating the effects of electroSurgical 
energy to tissue. These Substrates were examined as part of 
an effort to determine the compatibility of the anodic olefin 
coupling reactions for the purposes of bone welding. Wax 
utilized in this fashion can Serve at least in part as a 
piezoelectric polymer transducer. 
0162. Other examples include biodegradable polymer 
ceramic composites with wax-like handling properties, poly 
ethylene glycol/microfibrillar collagen composites, bio 
erodible polyorthoesters, and wax matrix layerS prepared 
from a physical mixture of lactose and hydrogenated castor 
oil. Activation of this class of interfacing material by the 
electroSurgical means as disclosed herein can allow effective 
delivery and eludatation of impregnated therapeutic agents. 

0163 Solids: Most solids utilized in the methods and 
devices disclosed herein are used for Scaffolding or chamber 
creating means or treatment enhancing means. In Some 
instances, however, the Solids themselves may exhibit elec 
troSurgical electrolysis or become activated by Such means. 
For example, collagen networks can Serve as the chamber of 
the electroSurgical electrolysis process and also be treated by 
the process (like shrinking). Porous co-polymers of polyg 
lycolic acid and polylactic acid (for example, D.L. lactide 
glycide PLGA) or other various co-polymers offer semi 
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flexible, porous media which may be impregnated with Said 
interfacing media or materials. Other examples which pro 
vide a porous biocompatible Structure of various forms that 
may be impregnated with the interfacing media or materials 
disclosed herein include collagen networks, demineralized 
bone matrix, calcium phosphate cements, ceramics like 
tricalcium phosphate or hydroxyapatite, non-collagenous 
proteins, bioactive glasses, fabricated porous metals like 
tantalum, and the like, or various composites thereof. Bio 
compatible composite manufacture allows that porous form 
able composites may be used to provide an in Situ “shape 
to-fit” configuration. The impregnated combination of 
porous carrier and interfacing material provides means to 
perform multiple tissue treatments on both hard and Soft 
tissue wherein the mechanical properties of an interfacing 
material as disclosed herein alone may be insufficient to 
provide stabilization or fixation means of itself. This hybrid 
or composite provides the chamber in which the electroSur 
gical electrolysis proceSS occurs. Further, this composite can 
be utilized to deliver various therapeutic agents to the 
treatment site. For example, in the case of bone tissue, 
various osteoinductive or osteogenic agents (osteogenic 
protein-1, bone morphogenic protein, and the like) can be 
delivered to the treatment site within the interfacing media 
or materials which themselves are within a biocompatible 
matrix chamber like B-tricalcium phosphate or evacuated 
porous interstices of the bone itself and are then conformed 
to the treatment Site and then activated by the electroSurgical 
methods and devices disclosed herein. In this example, the 
Scaffolding material itself exhibits therapeutic properties. 
0164. Dye: In various instances, biocompatible dyes may 
be utilized to distinguish the elements of the interfacing 
media or material to further guard against unwanted induc 
tion of electrolysis of oxy-hydro combustion. Various con 
figurations include compositions including methylene blue 
tissue dye. Other configurations can be employed that Signal 
the electroSurgical electrolysis reactions Such as utilizing an 
iron(II) agent containing gallic acid entities which are espe 
cially Suitable as an oxygen indicator of electroSurgical 
electrolysis. 
0.165 Surgical procedures inherently involve the intro 
duction of pathogens to the operative field during the 
procedure. These pathogens can originate for either normal 
locale colonization, by introduction form the Surgeon or 
other perSonnel, or form the operating instruments and 
environment. Standard Surgical preparation and draping of 
the operative field has served as the benchmark of modern 
surgical site “sterilization”. Other methods such as ultravio 
let light within the operating room, laminar air flow of the 
operating room environment, and peri-operative antibiotics 
have become popular to help decrease the incidence of 
treatment Site infection. However, despite these methods, 
treatment Site infections account for the largest percentage 
of the morbidity and mortality associated with Surgical 
procedures. Infectious processes significantly impair the 
healing proceSS at all treatment Sites, therefore, it is para 
mount that both the infectious potential and the healing 
responses of a treatment Site are addressed concurrently to 
create the best Situation for healing. 
0166 As a clinical example for further clarification of 
this disclosure, the use of various aqueous Solutions as the 
interfacing media is readily apparent. For example, articular 
cartilage contouring can be performed via the methods and 
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devices disclosed. Radio frequency energy that is directed in 
a non-contact fashion via a water-based media electrolysis 
reaction can impart articular cartilage shaping. In a clinical 
Study, an electroSurgical probe as depicted in FIG. 2A and 
FIG. 2B was utilized in a fashion to contain the products of 
the electroSurgical electrolysis reaction into a local treatment 
area via the methods and devices disclosed herein as further 
depicted in FIG.8. The active electrodes were not allowed 
to contact the tissue, and by altering the energy configura 
tion, degenerative articular cartilage can be contoured cre 
ating a Smoother Surface beneficial for Symptom control. 
Histological assessments of the cartilage in this mode of 
treatment do not demonstrate evidence of necrosis at any 
level, rather a Superficial tangential layer that is more 
congruent and Slightly denser with intact cellular Structures. 
In another clinical Study, the treated articular cartilage was 
then allowed to hydrate after Such treatment (prior to his 
tological evaluation) and compared to non-treated articular 
cartilage with Similar hydration techniques. The treated 
articular cartilage demonstrated tissue SWelling typical of 
increased tissue matrix and cellular permeability. 
0167 As another clinical example for further clarification 
of this disclosure, the electrolysis reactions and attendant 
elements can be used to increase membrane permeability 
followed by the introduction of therapeutic agents into the 
cells and/or tissue matrix that otherwise would not be 
possible to a clinically beneficial degree. For instance, in the 
clinical example of cartilage described above and as 
depicted in FIG. 8 and FIG. 9, by creating the electroSur 
gical electrolysis environment, cellular membrane perme 
ability is increased as the acid-base shift provides alteration 
of the Na-K pump that maintains cellular and tissue 
oSmotic gradients. The increased permeability induced 
allow follow-up introduction of therapeutic agents into the 
treatment Site for added efficacy. Hyaluronan is then used to 
treat the articular cartilage after Such electroSurgical treat 
ment. Hyaluronan is a hydrophilic polysaccharide found in 
all body tissues and fluids and exhibits a wide variety of 
functions Such as lubrication, water homeostasis, filtering 
effects, regulation of plasma protein distribution, as well as 
modulating cell proliferation, cell migration, and cellular 
gene expression (via CD-44 adhesion glycoprotein); anti 
inflammatory properties Such as prostaglandin, cytokine, 
and eosinophil regulation as well as accommodating Super 
oxide radicals. These characteristics provide an anabolic 
effect upon cartilage matrix metabolism; and, when deliv 
ered after electroSurgical electrolysis, its efficacy is 
increased. 

0168 As another clinical example for further clarification 
of this disclosure, hard and Soft tissue wounds can be treated 
with Such methods and devices. In the instance of hard 
tissue, osteomyelitis, for example, can be treated by utili 
zation of the methods and devices disclosed herein. Tradi 
tional irrigation and debridement can be followed by treat 
ment with the electroSurgical electrolysis process to further 
add antimicrobial effects and induce a more robust healing 
response. The electroSurgical apparatus depicted in FIG. 
2A, FIG. 2B, and FIG. 3 can be used as an electroSurgical 
electrolysis washing or irrigation device whereby the treated 
tissue is additionally decontaminated and primed for heal 
ing. Soft tissue wound Sites can be treated as depicted in 
FIG. 4, FIG. 5A, FIG. 5B, FIG. 10, and FIG. 11 that 
deliver the beneficial therapeutic effects of this invention 
either by topical application or by an irrigation type method. 
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0169. As another clinical example for further clarification 
of this disclosure, collagen tissue can be treated with Such 
methods and devices as depicted in FIG. 6 and FIG. 7. 
Controlled shrinkage of collagen fibrils is induced by the 
low level heat production of the electroSurgical electrolysis 
reactions induced by electromagnetic energy. The collagen 
may be part of the tissue to be treated or part of the 
interfacing composite utilized. In the instances where the 
collagen is part of the tissue to be treated, wound healing can 
be augmented and ligament tightening procedures can be 
Safely performed. In the instances where the collagen is part 
of the interfacing composite, bone welding as disclosed in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/885,749 can be per 
formed. Other Such uses include collagen gels, meshes, 
sheets, Sponges, fleeces, or composites as delivery vehicles 
for various antimicrobial or healing augmentation agents 
(osteoinductive, osteoconductive, osteogenic, growth fac 
tors, antibiotics, anti-inflammatories, hormones, and the 
like). The application of the electroSurgical electrolysis 
process can mold the composite to its therapeutic position 
while adding further antimicrobial and healing properties. 
Further, the collagen fibrils can be used with other scaffold 
ing materials Such as ceramic Scaffolds like hydroxyapetite 
or tricalcium phosphates, biomaterials like demineralized 
bone matrix in various forms including gel, paste, putty, 
Solids, and the like. 
0170 AS another clinical example for further clarification 
of this disclosure, implant devices can be treated with Such 
methods and devices as depicted in FIG. 12. In this fashion 
and as depicted, bone pins or Screws can be electrified 
intermittently in a pulsed fashion. In the case of indwelling 
devices, this invention can help prevent local pathologic 
colonization of microbes and also provide a stimulus to the 
host tissue to Seal off the indwelling site. In the case of 
implanted devices like Screws or tissue anchors, this inven 
tion can activate the devices upon insertion to Stimulate the 
electroSurgical effects desired prior to withdrawing the 
insertion devices from the body tissue. 
0171 Accordingly, the use of electroSurgical electrolysis 
and oxy-hydro as described in this invention provides for 
new and unexpected advantages to the Surgeon and patient 
in improving tissue treatment, providing better control of 
tissue response and Overall efficaciousness of treatments due 
to improved understanding of physiochemical interactions 
accurately controlled for Such outcomes. Additionally, those 
skilled in the art will clearly see that embodiments disclosed 
herein provide means to alter localized tissue chemistry and 
cellular permeability further allowing improved infiltration 
capabilities for existing and new therapeutic agents applied 
directly to tissue Structures. Furthermore, knowledge of the 
actual mechanisms at work in electroSurgery provides new 
paradigms for treatments heretofore unforeseen Such as use 
of electrolysis products to enhance Surgical outcomes. Fur 
thermore, it becomes readily apparent that Simple extensions 
to the inventions disclosed herein can further enhance the 
objectives of this invention. 
0172 The scope of the invention should be determined 
by the appended claims and their legal equivalents, along 
with the examples given. The preceding examples can be 
repeated with Similar Success by Substituting the generically 
or Specifically described elements and/or operating condi 
tions of this invention for those used in the preceding 
examples. 
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0173 Although the invention has been described in detail 
with particular reference to these preferred embodiments, 
other embodiments can achieve the same results. Variations 
and modifications of the present invention will be obvious to 
those skilled in the art and it is intended to cover in the 
appended claims all Such modifications and equivalents. The 
entire disclosures of all references, applications, patents, and 
publications cited above are hereby incorporated by refer 
CCC. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for treating tissue within the body, compris 

ing: 
providing an aqueous electrolyzable interfacing medium 

adjacent the tissue to be treated; 
providing an active electrode contained within a structure, 

the active electrode being in fluid contact with the 
tissue to be treated but spaced by the Structure a 
determinable distance from the tissue to be treated; 

applying Sufficient electrical energy to the active electrode 
to induce electrolysis of the electrolyzable interfacing 
medium without inducing combustion of the products 
of electrolysis or formation of a plasma, whereby acid 
base pairs are generated in the medium adjacent the 
tissue to provide a therapeutic effect. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the Structure comprises 
a cavity. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the structure is a 
porous Structure. 

4. A method for treating tissue within the body, compris 
Ing: 

providing a probe with a distal end and a proximal end, 
with at least one active electrode disposed on the distal 
end; 

positioning the at least one active electrode adjacent the 
tissue to be treated; 

providing an electrolyzable interfacing medium adjacent 
the at least one active electrode; and, 

providing Sufficient electrical energy to the at least one 
active electrode to induce electrolysis of the electro 
ly Zable interfacing medium without inducing combus 
tion of the products of electrolysis or formation of a 
plasma. 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium comprises a hydrogel, a Sol-gel, a wax, 
or a liquid. 

6. The method of claim 4 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium lubriciously Softens in response to elec 
trolysis. 

7. The method of claim 4 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium comprises an adhesive. 

8. The method of claim 4 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium comprises a therapeutically effective 
agent. 

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the therapeutically 
effective agent is an antiseptic, growth factor, or apoptotic 
agent. 

10. The method of claim 4 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium effects a change in pH on electrolysis. 
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11. The method of claim 4 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium effects a change in impedance on elec 
trolysis. 

12. The method of claim 4 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium effects a change in net electrical poten 
tial on electrolysis. 

13. The method of claim 4 wherein upon electrolysis the 
electrolyzable interfacing medium forms one or more 
chemical gradients. 

14. The method of claim 4 wherein upon electrolysis the 
electrolyzable interfacing medium forms a thermal gradient. 

15. The method of claim 4 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium is provided by disposing within the 
probe prior to positioning the probe. 

16. A method for treating tissue within the body, com 
prising: 

providing a probe with a distal end and a proximal end, 
with the distal end comprising a cavity wherein is 
disposed at least one active electrode, 

positioning the cavity adjacent the tissue to be treated; 
providing an electrolyzable interfacing medium adjacent 

the at least one active electrode; and, 

providing Sufficient electrical energy to the at least one 
active electrode to induce electrolysis of the electro 
ly Zable interfacing medium without inducing combus 
tion of the products of electrolysis or formation of a 
plasma. 

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium comprises a hydrogel, a Sol-gel, a wax, 
or a liquid. 

18. The method of claim 16 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium lubriciously Softens in response to elec 
trolysis. 

19. The method of claim 16 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium comprises an adhesive. 

20. The method of claim 16 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium comprises a therapeutically effective 
agent. 

21. The method of claim 20 wherein the therapeutically 
effective agent is an antiseptic, growth factor, or apoptotic 
agent. 

22. The method of claim 16 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium effects a change in pH on electrolysis. 

23. The method of claim 16 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium effects a change in impedance on elec 
trolysis. 

24. The method of claim 16 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium effects a change in net electrical poten 
tial on electrolysis. 

25. The method of claim 16 wherein upon electrolysis the 
electrolyzable interfacing medium forms one or more 
chemical gradients. 

26. The method of claim 16 wherein upon electrolysis the 
electrolyzable interfacing medium forms a thermal gradient. 

27. The method of claim 16 wherein the electrolyzable 
interfacing medium is provided by disposing within the 
probe prior to positioning the probe. 

28. The methods of claim 16 wherein byproducts of 
electrolysis generated within the cavity are controlled to 
effect the desired tissue treatment. 
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29. The method of claim 16 further comprising the step of tivity, ion concentrations, gas production, gas consumption, 
detecting at least one byproduct of electrolysis within the Sound, or changes in local preSSure. 
cavity. 

30. The method of claim 29 wherein the step of detecting 
comprises detecting pH concentration, temperature, conduc- k . . . . 


